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PA551A Annual Report 1993 

1. INTRODUCTION. 

This report summarises the activities of the Palestinian Academic Society for 
the Study of International Affairs, (PASSIA) during the year 1993. It begins with a 
review of each publ ication released as part of the PASSIA Research Studies Programme 
1993. Of the four publications, two are concerned exclusively with Jerusalem, 
although the themes of each are very different, the third is on legal and land issues; 
and the fourth is an information paper on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 

The second section deals with PASSIA meetings held throughout 1993. This 
year there were almost 40 meetings covering all topics related to the Palestine 
question, including the key issues of security, economy and future democracy. Many 
of these meetings were arranged at very short notice in order to keep up with the 
rapidity of developments. 

PASSIA initiated two new projects this year: "Program on Democracy" which 
will involve workshop presentation and publication of five papers on different topics 
related to the process of democratisation; and "A Review of literature on Economic 
Co-operation and Integration in the Middle East" Both of these projects will be 
summarised here. 

As always, Jerusalem was a main subject and PASSIA began a series of 
meetings, which will continue throughout 1994, concerned exclusively with the 
relations of the three monotheistic faiths. This involved inviting representatives of 
Islam, Judaism and Christianity to come together and discuss their differences and 
concerns over the city of Jerusalem. Other issues were also addressed and this part of 
the report concl udes with a summary of steps taken towards form i ng a Jerusalem 
National Council. 

The series of seminars "Education and Training in International Affairs" which 
was begun in 1992 continued, and in April and November/December respectively the 
second and third parts of the course were held. These were on the subjects of 
Strategic Studies and Security and the European Community and the Middle East. 

Other items included are a review of the PASSIA desk diary and a list of 
conferences in wh ich PASSIA participated or was invited. In the appendices are detai Is 
of the Board of Trustees, PASSIA Administration, a full list of PASSIA publications 
since 1987 and a list of journals and periodicals available in the PASSIA library. 



Introduction 

PASSIA is an independent, non-profit Palestinian institution, unaffil with 
any government, political party or organisation, which undertakes studies and research 
on the question of Palestine and its to international PASSIA 
encourages the publication of various research studies on the Palestine Question 

a plurality of perspective within the context of academic freedom. 

year since 1987, PASSIA Research Studies Programme has commissioned 
a I number of to on issues. In past 
seven years, PASSIA has published over 60 studies, as listed in the appendix to this 
report. In 1993 six proposals and, after review by the 

committee, the following four were as studies and 
chosen for publication: 

1. 	 Topic : "The Conservation of Jerusalem." 
Author: Khaled A Khatib - and based in Jerusalem. 

2. 	 Topic: Law of the Land: Settlements and Land Issues under 
Military Occupation." 
Author: Raja Shehadeh - Lawyer and co-founder of AI Haq, the West Bank 

liate of the International Commission of Jurists in 

3. 	 Topic : "The Occupied nian " A PASSIA Information paper. 
Author: PASSIA Researchers. 

4. 	 Topic : "The Municipality." 
Author: Usama Halabi - currently working in the Quaker Legal Aid 
Centre, Jerusalem. 

PASSIA would like to thank who hel ped to Ie reviews. 

1. The Conservation of Jerusalem by Khaled A. Khatib 
PASSIA, June 1993. 141 pages. Price $5. 

There have been many studies of old city and its monuments ranging from 
the purely "coffee-table" books, surveys of historic Idings dating from 
specific periods to ist archaeological Most dealt only with 
historic sites and monuments that directly to complex history of the city. Of 

most have concentrated on ng and analysis of the sites but 
little to problematic issues their conservation and preservation. Nor 

have they contributed to understanding or ieving the day to day 
by those living in 
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Where studies been done to propose how Old City might be 
improved for its inhabitants, notably the Harvard Studies run during the 
1970's, they have often sponsored and/or carried out by foreign 
institutions. Understandably Palestinian even if they 
do set out with good stated ai ms of 
the Israel is with regard to 

It is therefore in the context recent appropriate that 
a book should be written while not neglecting the conservation of the important 
Islamic monuments, concentrates specifically on the problems by and 

of those I in most neglected area of city, Muslim Quarter. 
It is even more that it should be written by a ite and one who 
so clearly knows his With years of experience as an neer with the Waqf 
in charge of the technical administrative affairs in that area the city, Khatib 
evidently has the of necessary to make More 
importantly, in the process of ning that experience he valuable 
insights into the condition buildings housing the population, effect they 
have had on morale and 

Many of the buildi as residential accommodation are over two 
centuries old and thus in constitute a considerable amount of heritage. 
In addition, as a in the population of the many residents 
occupy monuments} mes important ones, not originally intended to be used as 

homes. The alterations made to these monuments in an attempt to make 
more habitable, while understandable, are frustrating to involved in their 

preservation. The balanci act of caring for the welfare and the residents 
on the one hand and preservation of the nation's heritage on the other, in context 

a city that is not just a museum but also a "living" city, obviously poses a 
complex set of problems for involved in such work. of the 
Israeli occupation of the city municipality laws preventi without 
a licence, adds to and current inability or unwill by landlords 
and property owners to maintain r own Idings, and Iy highlt restricts 
any efforts at positive assistance. 

Although contained in it will interest to both 
groups, the purpose of the book is not to provide solutions to remedy the situation for 

residents of the city nor for involved in the field of and 
Furthermore it 

those working in the field. Khatib's stated intention is 
conditions of residential accommodation and the problems 
improve them. In addition his aim is to show how maintenance 
has been done today and in the 

Any anci ent and city, particularly one in a contai 
presents considerable chal working to ng standards 
of living within them into provision of and 
water in particular-as I as conservation is more 
consuming than in more locations. This is particularly true in 



In partiCUlar K.na[lo Tocusses on me redSUIIS lUI UdlllfJ \dLLUI UIIIO tU :'ULIdl 

workers cause of many problems the population) and its 
effects on the structure and fabric of residential buildings their The 
seepage water through external walls, with no modern form of waterproofing to the 
interior of buildings ncreasingly as stonework ages. In addition, 
the neglect roofs increases the likelihood of leakage. Once inside the buildings the 
plasterwork, as most residents will confirm, away from the wall. is not only 
a risk to the health the but it is also a serious drain on their all too 
precious financial resources. 

Adequate disposal, until almost non-existent in the Old City, 

most of the Muslim Quarter. while acknowledgi that the 


and the Waqf have continuing with the work of extending '-"'''''A'-''-' 


disposal lities, this important public service is still sub-standard in comparison to 

outside city wall and continues to a threat to the health of the 

However, Khatib emphasise the practical difficulties of improving, laying and 
maintai facilities in the narrow streets the city. Non

cooperation on the part of both the population and the Israelis also 
to the lower of water supply drainage. 

Khatib's thi main concern in his of undesirable is the 
structure the buildings themselves. He goes into admirable detail and at some 
length to explain the experienced with various types of structures and 
materials and, more poignantly, details examples structural lure. The fact 
almost every building within the walls joins to one or more adjacent structures has, 
to helped to potential lateral lures. However, since many the same 

Idings are built with virtually no foundations, in event that excavations are 
being carried out in streets or open adjacent to a building, there need to 
carefully laid plans to support them while the excavations are being carried out. 

to were the failures by i excavations im 
to the west of Haram ai-Sharif. Khatib points out that while there 
fatal until now, likelihood of such a increases the 
structures are left 

ConSidering the maintenance and restoration of the bui Idi 
drown the in jargon, Khatib the 
study of methods that have been used for individual structural and constructional 

of the buildings, from foundations to roofs, from plaster work (Kuhla) to 
doors and windows. In provides examples work 
carried out sometimes in hair-raising detail. Much of the discussion concentrates on 
the day to day maintenance residential buildings; however, also an 
indication of some of the work out on monuments sites of archaeological 
interest. Such buildings require a much greater degree of thought and skilled labour, 
the particularly in the restoration of Such labour 
is expensive not easily found today but it is monuments are to 
be with integrity. In this the author laments the that as a result 

socio-political and economic conditions, work has out that 
inappropriate and of poor quality. A very visible example of such work is 
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the use of grey cement to re-point and even bed stones instead of lime mortar. 
Quite from the aesthetically displeasing this, the cement, over time, 
chemically rots stones it was designed to bond, thus in the long term actually 

the problem it was meant to While such short-termism has, as 
much as anything the Iy clandestine nature some 
of work, Khatib acknowledges that it has also been the result of contractors taking 
advantage of of residents in such matters. 

An understanding of the complexities of property, ownership and waqfs and 
role of the Administration of Waqf and Affairs (AWIA) in the city, within 

the context the Israeli occupation is vital to understanding some of the reasons for 
the continued neglect of buildings and to formulating any future plans for their long 
term refurbishment. This is particularly relevant the "Catch 22" situation that 
exists today, namely that since of the city pay very low, pre-1967 rents, 
the landlords, even if they col are unable or unwilling to out 
maintenance work to their property. Furthermore, since many of the residents are on 
exceptionally low incomes, they too are unable to finance even the most basic of 

to As a result, buildings the attention they require. 
Khatib provides an outline of the forms of property ownership (whether Waqfs or 
otherwise) and idiosyncratic and sometimes highly 

nery of the Waqf and those departments within it that are directly 
with the field of conservation and restoration. 

While political status of remains uncertain is every chance 
that the future of many of the historic buildings and monuments, including the 
vernacular will remain unclear. While funding for the maintenance 
of homes and converted buildings originally serving other purposes has available 
for their conservation and maintenance, it has too I spread too far with 
residential buildings having no substantive support for more than years. 
In addition, monies that donated ostensibly for the conservation of 
monuments in the city have, on occasion, been held up or have not been forthcoming 
for political or bureaucratic reasons. The only thing that is is that unless 
funding Jerusalem soon some of the best preserved Islamic buildings in the 

will continue to 

Khatib's final attempts briefly to with future by assuming, in 
the first instance, that for the status quo of Israeli occupation will I. 
However, with Israeli laws banning all but the most basic of building work and with 
lack of investment on the of property owners both local and foreign, as well as 
the overall atmosphere of uncertainty, any action to conserve or even preserve the 
Muslim will continue to be difficult. 

To provide a more comfortable framework in which to propose a plan of 
action Khatib an ideal in which the city of Jerusalem would exist as 
a demilitarised zone governed by a committee up of representatives from all 

involved in confl An international committee would as a 
back up to oversee the operation of the former. rei groups would 
res onsible for their own hal 



practical field experience it has It WOUIO oe dllllU:'l IIII!-'U:>:>'UI<:: IVI " .. '-'. 

to be involved. However, while acknowledgi this, the author's narrative 
clear frustration with the inevitable bureaucracy that would be introduced. In response 

that an i unit complementary to the departments of AWIA 
should be set up. Such a unit has been demanded by many for some time. The 
purpose of the unit would to research all the city's heritage with a view 
to ng research into a seems 
sensible, if the separate can agree on its functions in relation to other existing 
bodies if, as Khatib hopes, the new unit were to have its own i 
funding. Both would have to be pre-requisite to the unit's foundation firstly to avoid 
the work of different departments or overlapping and, secondly, to 
ensure that any unit deal with problems inherent throughout the city, 
of the landlord or property owner, has more than a degree of independence to carry 
out its consultative activities. Independent funding would go a 
considerable way to allowing that to happen. 

Clearly, as far as vernacular is roots" co
operation from the residents and property owners would be required. Until there 
is deregulation of rent appears to quiet that will 
happen), co-operation of the latter may be problematic. However, Khatib's suggestion 
that given the right residential associations could be set up is an 

nrr\:l{'n proven in other countries, With encouragement and even small amounts of 
money, such associations, driven by a common sense of purpose, are more inclined 
to be motivated to than if an outside body, even one with the intentions, 
were to promise solutions to the residents plight. The success of I pilot 

(like the committee for the Aqabat al-Khalidiyye neighbourhood), even 
if they involve only one or two properties or families could 
provide the moral support and encouragement and an example, not only to the local 
population and perhaps even the property owners, but to local or 

perhaps wanting to provide financial aid to such a programme. 

Khatib's however, that years of are for and 
more worrying, that perhaps all work on conservation should be suspended until the 
results a unit to come to fruition, while academically is 
than helpful given the conditions in which the residents of the Muslim Quarter are 
living today. There are many things that can be done in the short term to relieve the 

at both of practical and moral support. 

With the motivation that Khatib exist for idea, and with good 
will, unit could be set up today. The academic, professional and managerial 
infrastructure already exists. Difficulties might perhaps be had in encouraging 

ng individual waqfs and landowners to involved, though even those 
might be in part overcome if it was known that the unit had its own independent 
source of funding. Individuals from community may also more incli to act 
if it were reiterated to all parties that the Old City of Jerusalem at an economic as 
well as spiritual potentially the most valuable asset for any Palestinian 
state, 
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is however, a gap in Khatib's proposal. This concerns vital 
for education and awareness campaigns both within the professional context 

(building contractors in particular), as importantly, at the of the inary 
man on the street. In the first case it is from some the examples that Khatib 

and indeed from simply work going on in the that many 
contractors are not always aware term of the work they 
carry out. While long held practices are often difficult to it would be 
valuable if the unit were to to demonstrate to builders methods of 
maintenance restoration which are more appropriate to buildings on which 
they are working. 

A educating the public could aimed at instill in 
residents and in the younger generation, an awareness of historical 

of the environment in which they live. Such a promote 
an and ng of vernacular 

itecture, and the problems its conservation which, in the long run 
would aid mary funcition of the unit. 

Clearly Khatib's of working with buildings residents of the Old 
City has had a humanising effect on him. Those who are famil iar with the conditions 
in they live will able to to that closely. One that the 
publication of this report will as he would wish, on those foreign 
and institutions who have an interest in the city and the I-being of its 
inhabitants. This report is an informative and val addition to PASSIA's list 
publications and should followed up with a detai proposal for future plans of 
action. 

2. The law of the land: Settlement and land Issues under Israeli 
Military Occupation by Raja Shehadeh. 

PASSIA July 1993. 135 Price 

In the introduction to this col of seven Raja very 
succinctly outlines the areas he attempted to cover and why. by 
highlighting discrimination and inequality in the areas he he can draw 
attention to some of the to overcome in laying the foundations 

Throughout this lection Shehadeh 
Israeli action in its lands is 
legal means. Although 
of the i pol 

calls for a from the nian national movement: he 
believes it is now necessary that the Palestinian leadership focus on heretofore 



IJ...".'"' .. ··l~··--"I-I-

However, he argues that under land-law in the West Bank, (the Ottoman Land Code 
with British and Jordanian no state land exists in 
the sense that the term is used by the is. Israel's claim that all land it is using 
for to the "state" is and contravenes local and international 
law. 

a comparison the theoretical land-law in Palestine to 
English land-law, the Crown or the Sultan, by virtue of conquest owned land. 
Both Ki Sultan distributed lands to be held as "fiefs" (or "miri" land), while 
ultimate ownership was by the Crown. What as state 
ownership of the land, developed over time into the private ownership 
of land which exists today. 

Shehadeh claims that Israel is using same policy in the West Bank that was 
in Mandate Palestine in order to assure growth Israeli communities. This 

involves the encouragement of local councils and the ishment local autonomy 
of the settlements in the West Bank. There are now over 120 settlements for which 

establ a and distinct legal structure status from the rest of 
the territory. 

In the third article, Shehadeh demonstrates how Israeli law was extended to 
the settlements, while denying the Palestinian communities of the Bank 

of i law. The settlements are empowered to expand in 
numbers as well as to develop economically under a self-governing authority 
by Israeli law. Conversely, the Arab municipalities are crippled under Jordanian law 
amended by Israeli military orders designed to restrict growth of Arab 
community. 

Shehadeh on to trace the legal methods employed by Israel to acquire 
the land of ne. Outright purchase of the land was the common method of the 
early Zionist movement during Ottoman British Acquisition is 
accomplished through voluminous military which there were 1 
1993. effect acquisition for led "security" reasons, others by 
of from private to "state" surveys, (showi ng Palestinians' understating 
of the amount of land owned in order to minimize tax liability) facilitated this 
reclassification. 

Classification as "abandoned" property as defined by Israeli Military Order 58 
likewise in expropriation of private land. An absentee owner is ned 

as anyone not Iy in the West Bank area for any reason at the ti me of the 1967 
War. The reclassification means voluntary departure in the sense but as 
Shehadeh points out this was rarely case. 

Citing the World Shehadeh illustrates that the master 
plan of Israeli policy is to use settlements in the West Bank to re-shape its 
demographic characteristics and to ensure incorporation of the West Bank into 
Israel proper. 

12 
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land use plans for the West Bank are designed by the occupiers with the 
intent of promoting areas and fostering interconnection between 

settlements, while hindering any expansion of communities and preventing 
of Arab Further, military orders have amended Jordanian land-law 

to local Arab participation in land use planning, leaving control over land 
development entirely in the hands of Israeli officials. 

Israeli authorities also use road designed to connect Israeli settlements 
with each other, with the coastal area and with the metropolitan centres of Tel Aviv 
and jerusalem. conspicuously avoid Arab towns and vii and 
effectively shifted the Green line in Israel's favour. 

Restrictions placed on agricultural land, land designated as "land for future 
development", as well as land adjacent to major roads, have in thwarting 
growth in Arab communities. Furthermore, within major Palestinian towns, local 
mayors been replaced by Israeli mayors. result is discrimination in the 
granting of building licences: jewish settlements are I while Palestinian 

are denied approval, under the pretext of zoning regulations. Under the pretext 
ng archeological sites, restrictions are placed on the use of land, 

often to the 

Shehadeh argues that Israeli to bring West Bank 
within Israeli law, strengthening the legal bonds of citizenship between the settlements 
and of Israel as a preliminary in the facto anr:exation of the 

As Israeli law was extended to Jewish settlements in occupied territory, 
Palestinian towns and vii were kept the i so as to avoid 

that the area was being, in effect, annexed. Although the territories are under 
mil itary control, actual administration legal for the settlements are 
under civilian control with strong to Israeli civilian power centres. These civilian 
administrations are able to act as a lobbying body vis a vis Israeli government. 

When the Israeli army occupied the West Bank, the Area Commander of 
Army assumed absolute authority. beginning of the occupation, 
the Area Commander has, to date, issued over 1,400 military orders, which the 
effect of virtual "proclamations." 

Shehadeh traces the stages of military oreers which first facilitated the 
ishment of later extended i law to the resulting 

in de annexation of the territory comprising settlements. 

Shehadeh believes that Israel violates internaional law in bringing about 
transformations in the make-up of and insttutions in territories so as 
to effect an irreversible condition. As method; to achieve expansion and 
sol idification of Israeli settlements approached saturaticJn point around 1985, illegal 
methods more prominent. Shehadeh 1raws attention to outright 
expropriation of the land (without resorting to the ruse of declaring land "state" 
land) and administrative difficulty Palestinans in m! treir lanrl 



by Palestinian claimants against Israel, VVI:::II::: uC;"UV]~~. 
civil case file destruction which have gone uninvestigated. 

This is a and thought provoking-study, which is easily understood 
without a background or understanding of legal processes, although the may 
encounter a problem with the many to Jordanian land law in effect before 
1967. intricacies and disappointments of the legal battles which are documented 
illustrate the obstacles which have, thus far and ironically, actually prevented 
from being done. However, the future possibilities of pursuing this line of redress 
should not be underestimated. Under international law no occupying power the 
right to any land for the purpose building settlements leading to de 
facto annexation as in the West Bank. collection of serves as a vital focus 
on the issues which need to be tackled in order to challenge Israeli occupation 
through legal channels. 

3. 	 Occupied Pa,lestinian Territory - A PASSIA Information Paper. 
PASSIA July 1993. 129 pages. Price $5. 

Information Paper is a very apt description of this pub I ling as it 
does a staggering amount of historical, demographic, geographic, socia-economic, 
political and cultural about West Bank and Gaza Strip. This is a task 
considering the obstacles caused by the occupation which prevent the acquisition of 
rei Consequently a lot of the material in this publication come 
from local institutions who took responsibility for collating and publicising this 
information in order to understanding of the land and its people. 

It begins with a summary of geographical of the Gaza Strip and the 
West Bank. Between 1948 and 1967 the Gaza Strip was under Egyptian administration 
and the West Bank under Jordanian administration. Both have been occupied by Israel 
since 1967. The Occupied Palestinan Territory (OPT) form less than one quarter of the 
area allocated to the Arab state in 1 only 6000 km2which contains a population 

2.2 million, 1 million of whom are Diverse topography and agricultural 
produce characterise the coun!(ry from the coastal to the fertile plains 
of the Jordan Valley. , the name applied to the Philistine coast, has ancient 
traditions dating back thousa'nds of years and has absorbed many influences from 
Byzantines, Arabs, Crusaders, Marmelukes, Egyptian Sultans, Ottomans and the British 
until the UN partition of the country in 1947. 

partition resulted in between the Arab and Jewish communities 
ng hundreds of thousands of Palestinians to flee or led as One 

thiral of the estimated 5.8 million Palestinians worldwide live in the with a 
population density of 370 people/km2 in the West Bank and people/km2 in 

Half the population is under fifteen and the continuing high birth rate strains 
and health selrvices. Traditional Palestinian society was in 

agricult ure and after 1948 the majority of good agricultural land came under Israeli 
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control. This loss of livelihood and expansion of transportation wage in 
Israel immigration to the cities. Relatively high levels of education and 

economic led many Palestinians to employment 
elsewhere in the Arab world and in the West. 

Chapter IV on ment and Administration, begins with a concise history 
of Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) which was formed in 1964 and passed 
the Palestinian Declaration Independence in 1988. PLO, an 
umbrella organisation many is made up various 
professional bodies and organisations. However, June 1967 Israel has 
administered OPT and its control covers executive and judicial power, 
land, water, natural resources, imports, municipal village 
councils, freedom of press and assembly. Israel establ the Civil 
Administration in 1981 in order to retain overall power even when are 
granted autonomy. 

Existing infrastructure in the OPT is with in sombre detail. Acute 
overcrowding, poor housing and dilapidated infrastructure such as roads and drains 
are common. Many Palestinian communities have no very few have 
sewage many no disposal and electricity is erratic. Israeli 
zoning plans permit building in limited areas only and ignore traditional land 
ownership plans which this situation more. Israeli restrictions on Palestinian 
movement plus a cut in remittances Gulf have further Palestinian 
economic hardship as have preventing Palestinian produce from being marketed 
in without permits. Since Intifada, a wide range of 
initiatives in small scale industry, agriculture etc. and multicultural 
assistance from European Community and bilateral 
governments some rei The section on the economy 
economic viability in the West Bank and Gaza Strip looking at its past record, future 

the that currently hinder and may continue to prevent 
development. 

educational facilities it is that the United Nations Relief and Works 
Agency (UNRWA) runs elementary and preparatory schools in refugee camps while 

nian and international charitable organisations run many private schools. During 
Intifada, closed many schools as a punitive measure and since the nu"ru 

this have become more widely recognised, educators tried to remedy some of 
the problems in-service training, learning 
education. has neglected to build new educational facilities for the growing 

nian population the various universities col that have 
established are mainly a Palestinian initiative. Health services are also provided by 
UNRWA, charitable organisations, local and international Non-Governmental 

(NGOs), the sector and i Civil Administration. A 
national health plan for the nian people was undertaken in 1991-1993 and 
Palestinian popular committees formed during the Intifada instrumental in 
the primary health UNRWA hospital services and 
limited psychology/psychiatry and rehabilitation services. 



implementing, funding or developing them. Agricultural credit and marketing 
cooperatives have existed in West Bank and there has been a 
tradition of various women's organisations since the 1930s and 40's. Palestinian trade 
unions in the West Bank and cover a wide range of occupations but few are 
registered because the Israeli authorities have not responded to appl 
Palestinian trade unions in Israel and Jerusalem are banned so thousands of 
Palestinians who lost jobs in in recent years had no means to claim 
recompense. 

Culturally there has been a growth in ised to promote Palestinian 
theatre, music and art with cultural institutions concentrated in jerusalem. The 
religious affiliation of Palestinians is Sunni Islam making up 97% of the population 
and various denominations of Christianity, 3%. The role of local mosques and 
churches in providing education, health and social is also noted. 

Palestinian newspaper publishing in Palestine dates from the early years of this 
century but censorship become an of concern. The most obvious 
form is restriction on publication and distribution of written material which 
Arabic newspapers published in East Jerusalem to submit to the censor, or face 
withdrawal of their permit to publish. Outside annexed jerusalem, restrictions are 
much more severe and military orders make it illegal for any nted matter to 
brought into the West Bank without a permit. Many Palestinian journalists, in covering 
the events of i occupation 1 Iy the Intifada, have 

to harassment, detention and deportation. 

The fi nal chapter in this study documents a variety of human rights abuses 
perpetrated nst Palestinians some of which are on a that affect large sections 
of the population in one action, deprivation of land and for example, followed 
by building, re-settlement and loss of residency rights. Israel gives residency rights in 
the OPT only to those Palestinians present, registered and issued with identity 

by Israel at the beginning of the occupation in 1967, and to their 
descendants. Apart from 1948 refugees no longer in ne, this excludes tens of 
thousands of Palestinians in the West Bank and Strip immediately 
before 1967 war. Israel allowed a minority of to return as residents in the 
two after the war when the authorities granted very discretionary "family 
reunions". 

Although overridden by the general closure of the West Bank and Strip 
in 1 Israel has several measures to limit movement of Palestinians. 
Despite of work by local human rights organisations, and UN resolutions 
condemning Israeli practices, the human rights situation in the OPT continues to 
deteriorate. 1991 human rights groups exposed Israel's shoot-to-kill policy 
implemented by undercover units of disguised soldiers. Contrary to Israeli claims, 
most victims were "unarmed and pursui non-violent activities when they were 
ambushed and shot repeatedly at close range" (PH RIC May 1992). 

"Occupied Palestinian Territory" at times makes disturbing reading, but it 
serves as a vital source of information and an illustration of the existing faci lities which 
can are being developed, despite the harsh conditions under which this 
development strives to 
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4. The Jerusalem Arab Municipality by Usama Halabi 
PASSIA December 1993. 95 pages. Price $5. 


Jerusalem occupies a central in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and in the 

struggle for Palestinian statehood. This study by lawyer Usama Halabi on the 
Jerusalem Municipality a comprehensive historical picture on the of one of 
the key institutions of city. In addition to presenting the history of the Jerusalem 
Municipality from its foundation in 1863 until the i Likud Party victory in the 
1993 elections, this study details the current dimensions of Jerusalem in the 
Palestinian struggle against Israeli occupation of the city. It supports discussions on 
current thinking planning about the future of Jerusalem with important 
appendices with texts declarations, laws, maps, and statistical information. 

In first chapter of this study, the author focuses on the 
surrounding the Jerusalem municipality in the Ottoman period and under the British 
Mandate. The first Jerusalem Municipality was establ in 1863 by a firman 

during the time of Sultan Abdelaziz. An 1877 law clarified authority, duties 
and responsibilities of the municipality and delineated the conditions for elections for 
the council members and the mayor. 

The author the changes which took place after the British 
of Palestine in 1917. In addition to reviewing historical events and 

the council appointments and elections, author issues related to the two 
major issues of that time: Arab independence movements and immigration to 
Palestine. For example, the appointed mayor, Musa Kazim al-Husseini was dismissed 
in 1920 for opposing British policy. Furthermore, the 1917 Balfour declaration caused 
tensions between the Jewish and Arab during this period and, as the conflict 
between Arabs and Zionists increased in intensity in the late twenties and early 
thirties, Jerusalem became a central issue. 

Chapter Two deals with the period when Jerusalem was divided in 1948 
War, i occupation of the western part of the city and of 12 Arab 
neighborhoods. The author the implications of a divided in I 
international law and the decisions to make Jerusalem an international city. He 
mentions the Peel commission of 1937 advocated the internationalisation of 
Jerusalem, an idea which was also part of the Partition of Palestine plan recommended 
by the United Nations in 1947. According to the author, this UN decision remains 
only a recommendation is not binding because it was not by UN 
Security Council. Therefore, the author maintains, the right to the future of 
Palestine belongs to the people of 

In Chapter between 1948 and 1967 as 
a divided city with two municipalities. Of importance to the author was the Jordanian 
influence on Jerusalem municipality. The author also outlines the 
of the fifties and sixties and the central issues facing the municipality at that time, one 
of which was expanding its borders. Eventually, the Jordanians upgraded the status of 
Jerusalem from a I to a capital "Amanah" council similar to Amman . 

t . • ; .... i,.."l" ..... _____ "..,._ .w.t...:..-L ... _ .. _ ,I 



were difficult. the new Israeli government moving its institutions to 
the city, and the population doubled between 1948 and 1967. West Jerusalem was 

the capital of Israel first in 1950. 

The Israeli occupation of in 1967 and the ultimate dissolution 
of the municipality is the subject of Chapter Four. The author the loss 
of land and property, arrests and detentions, not only in the Old City but throughout 

Jerusalem, and i efforts to to by providing transportation 
to Jordan. The author discusses the work of Teddy Kollek, mayor of West Jerusalem, 
in subsuming Arab East Jerusalem under the jurisdiction of Jewish West Jerusalem. All 
this the that Jerusalem was military administration. 
and West were declared "united" within weeks of the Occupation, bus lines were 
extended and water and sewage networks joined. 

Halabi goes on to analyse the stand of the Arab municipality members towards 
Israeli incorporation of Jerusalem into West (called the "unity" by 

Israelis) which ultimately resulted in the dissolution of Arab municipality. He gives 
the details of the nationalist stand of various members Arab council and the 
decisions of the United Nations regarding the status of Jerusalem. There were i 
efforts to involve Palestinians in the municipality elections, but Arab municipality 
members this would an of the occupation and they therefore 
refused to participate. Israelis also refused to allow Palestinians to join, and 
a number of suggestions, it was finally decided that East Jerusalem would have an 
Israeli for its who would serve as a link between the municipality 
administration and the neighbourhood committees and local heads. 

A main point of interest in the study is how researcher traces the 
composition of the representatives of the municipality. For example, in 1863 the 
board consisted of five members: three Muslims, one Christian and one Jew. The 
Ottoman period had a Muslim majority and a Muslim mayor. Under the British 
Mandate and the Zionist movement, this changed. 1927 elections brought five 
Muslims, four jews Christians to the municipality. 1934 
elections saw the election of six Arabs (4 Muslims and 2 Christians) and 6 Jews. In 
1936, the mayor Hussein al-Khalidi was exiled to the Seychelles and his jewish 
deputy mayor (not his Christian deputy mayor) was given the mayoral 
responsibilities until 1938. In 1945, the British instituted a rotating mayoral system 
first Jewish, then Arab, then British. was kept until the city was divided in 1948. 

Another interesting strand running through the study is the evolution of 
rights. Under the Ottomans only male Ottoman citizens over the age of 25 who had 
paid property taxes (meaning only property owners) were allowed to vote. However, 
elections occurred only once in 1908. In 1934, the British changed the law to give 
the right to vote to tenants as well. This allowed the many jewish immigrants who 
were not property owners the right to participate in the Under Jordanian 
rule, municipal elections were opened to over the age of 18. the Israeli 
occupation of the city, voting rights were extended to all male and 
with an Israeli identity that time, however, 
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participated in Jerusalem municipal elections neither as a voting nor as 
candidates. This issue is in in the study. 

Chapter Five is an i ng and relevant chapter for those concerned with 
the current issue of jerusalem. It poses question whether the nians in 

should vote in the Jerusalem municipality elections or should try to re
establish their Arab municipality for East Jerusalem. The author the legal and 
political dimensions of in the elections in Iy, warns 

nst the implications of voluntary participation in the elections given the that 
some legal scholars advocate occupied territories to the occupier if a significant 
amount of time has and the population participates voluntarily in the structures 
set up during the occupation. 

For Halabi, the pol dimensions are as i as of 
Jerusalem. cites examples from the recent past of how participation or even the 
concept of participation is used by the Israelis to support their claim that East and 
West Jerusalem are one un ited and the capital of Israel. The author makes 
it clear in his study that participation in the municipal elections negatively on 
the Palestinian legal and political struggle against the i . He an 
i question about whether is a in the issue of participation 
according to the party or list for whom one votes. He uses the example of the 
Municipality elections of 1993 and the for jerusalem" I which was partially 
made up of Now and former Meretz They ran on the platform of "Two 
States for Two People" with Jerusalem the capital of both states. author declares, 
however, that this was most defi not a new political opportunity the 
principle of the matter not i of party, act of participation 
implies granting legitimacy to that body. More importantly, the author maintains that 

Jerusalem mun ity elections are not the forum in which to decide or even 
discuss the issue of the status of Jerusalem and that these issues should be decided in 
negotiations the Palestinian leadership and Israel. The PLO and Palestinians 
in East Jerusalem continuously maintained a of the municipal elections. 

Halabi on to review the subject of the 
municipality and states that it follows the of both the nian leadership 

people. However, the author urges that the municipality needs to be established 
on the of national interests and and democratic elections without 
being by religious or family influence. 

Chapter Six contains a review of and discussion from the 
Palestinian Technical Committees on jerusalem and PASSIA meetings and seminars, 
as well as initiatives nian ities in 1993. author summarises 
the ideas put forward in these sessions and provides documentation published as a 
result of them. 

There is little to fault in this study. However, in the context of the discussion 
of the municipality, it would have been to what is the of the 
municipality both in terms of serving the of the city its role in bUilding 
Palestinian and leadershi . While the author the imDortance of ;.m 
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municipality as forgetting about during election and tax 
collection time, emphasizing this issue would strengthen argument for the 
of an independent Arab municipality. 

Halabi's study brings us to another issue which is an important dimension of 
the conflict, although definitely not within the scope of this study. An interesting 
research topic would a comparison between the position of 
Palestinians in East Jerusalem and those Palestinians who remained inside West 
Jerusalem and in 1948. Although by international law they do not 
same status, under Israeli law they do. While this does not legitimise Israeli law, the 
similarities of such as the destruction of Arab institutions, 
replacement with jewish leadership, mination in issue of 
participation in elections all remain a subject to be expanded upon in order to 
understand Israeli policy towards inhabitants of land that it In particular, 

in 1987 about entering a list in the Jerusalem municipality elections which 
included the name of an Arab resident East Jerusalem requires deeper analysis. Not 
only did council members say that would signify an acceptance of Israeli control 
of the city, but more importantly, some said that any council member would have to 
declare Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. This declaration, in essence, resembles 
addition to the Law i by in 1984 stating that any person 
wishing to run for the Israeli parliament had to declare that Israel is the state of the 
Jewish people. 

"The jerusalem Arab MuniCipality" overall, a comprehensive, well-
documented study of the history of the municipality major regarding 

which Palestinians today. While the study is of interest to any scholar 
of the conflict, those who are particularly interested in current Palestinian ideas about 
the city will find this study particularly beneficial. legal training and of 
the author gives this study a firm foundation in documentation and makes it a worthy 
addition to the PASSIA publications . 
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3. PASSIA MEETINGS. 

PASSIA Meetings Programme for 1993 covered over 40 meetings, many of 
them arranged at very short notice owing to the sudden arrival of visitors from abroad 
and the necessity for discussion Palestinians to keep a constant 
perspective on the rapid political changes during the year. 

Introduction. 

The year began with the peace process at a stalemate, the deportees remaining 
on Marj al Zuhour and increasing frustration among Palestinians involved at all 

delegation, and grass-roots The 
the Israeli negotiators to discuss or deliver anything beyond the transitional phase was 
a major source of this frustration as was Israeli inflexibility on settlements and 
inequal in the of the two sides. The economic and 
between the Gaza Strip and the West Bank widened further and from March, when 
the Israel i closures of two areas took effect, unemployment, poverty 
deprivation were to dramatically which served to further undermine the peace 
process, weaken the position its supporters and help to strengthen the opposition. 

It was against this background that Palestinian-Israeli negotiations were to 
n in a of meetings in Oslo, Norway. were limited dosed 

for eight months of which only four people from side were aware and as a result 
of which came the Declaration of Principles (DOP) and its signing at White House 
on September 13th 1 

There were scenes of jubilation and celebration among Palestinians in the 
in the aftermath of September 13th, with the Palestinian flag allowed to wave freely 
for the first time in 45 years. This euphoria was short-lived. Talks in Taba and Cairo 
between President Arafat and Prime Minister Rabin on the implementation of the DOP 
brought no progress on the ground. Frustration returned and opposition to the 

manifesting itself in demonstrations and a particularly 
disturbing series of unprecedented attacks on Palestinians by Israeli settlers. 

September 13th there more violence on both sides. 
first deadline of December 13th for the withdrawal of Israeli troops from the Gaza 

and Jericho areas, ironically with more deployed in 

The year much as it began - negotiations at a tensions rising 
and the future as uncertain as ever. 



involving a wide range of participants and subjects. Despite the i ot Arab 
jerusalem, denying the right of non-jerusalem to be in the city, the in 
the Strip and other travel restrictions, have been functioning 
well, albeit with limited attendance of senior academics from universities in the West 
Bank. 

overcome some of the obstacles resulting from the above and without 
actually moving outside Jerusalem, focussed on three groups to 
participate in the meetings of 1993: 

a) graduates who were partly trained in programmes on 
Diplomacy and International Affairs. 

b) of professional or their rY\QI"'n\",arc 

in Jerusalem. 
c) Members of Palestinian and information centres and media 

organisations in 

We were in continuing ongl purpose of PASSIA meetings 
which is to facilitate open dialogue among all schools of thought within the 
Palestinian house, and to bring together visitors, official delegations and diplomatic 
corps, to a variety of In presenting the younger generation to 
visitors and putting on record Palestinian positions with the knowledge of the interests 

viewpoints of others, we could support and their training in 
dipiomacy and international affairs. negative aspect of Israeli policy in preventi 
some academics from being in Jerusalem without a permit, was unexpectedly positive 
for young who were given the to the senior 
academics, meet visiting diplomats etc. and gain first hand exposure to different points 
of view. 

In 1 guests attending meetings at PASSIA became more diverse. As well 
as continuing our rewarding relationship with representatives of Canadian institutions 
and members of the Friedrich Foundation, contacts with other European 
countries and institutions increased during 1993 and we had the pleasure of 
welcoming of the French European parliaments. As 
meetings were I attended by representatives of diplomatic missions in jerusalem 
and elsewhere. 

In the latter half of the year, particularly September 13th, PASSIA hosted 
and organised meetings for visiting Jewish delegations and hosted one from Chicago 
of 30 members comprising State Legislators, Mayors, business etc. and one of 
26 members representing the United Jewish Appeal "Metrowest" area. Towards the 

the year meetings were held with a visiting international survey team from the 
National Democratic Institute in Washington DC a visiting from the 
Washington Institute. 
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SUMMARY 

As always the peace process and the various problems associated with the 
slow progress since Madrid were the subject of many meetings. A strong point raised 
in all of was need for national dialogue and national cohesion to 
try and between the various schools of thought within the Palestinian 
house. At one meeting with an SPD delegation from Bonn, Dr. Riad Malki of BirZeit 
University was if he had any optimism about the future. pointed out 
since Rabin had in power expulsions had risen, numbers of Palestinians killed 
had risen and freedom of movement had severely restricted. It was not easy to 

opti 

has also been a major subject of concern and there been a 
programme meetings devoted entirely to the the Palestinian economy, 
it's current state and the tities for growth and development. One of these was 

by the Commercial Counsellor, Mr. Michel Leroy who said that a 
decision must be made to either establish new banks or re-open a franchise with 
Jordan. Antony SuI! Director of Programme, Earhart Foundation, said that the 
legal point was the most as to any investment from abroad there must 

legal guarantees but Farid Assali, Director of Arab Medical, concluded that the crux 
of the matter was to generate the growth of and the industry. 
Investment in these had visible and there was already a base from which other 
institutions could follow. 

In another meeting, Salah Abdul Shafi the Economic Development Group 
in talked about the Economic Relations of the Gaza Strip. He gave a 
brief history of the economy from 1957 to the when the predominant 
desire is to move towards an independent economy with a legal protective framework. 

ideas, however, are severely restricted by occupation question a 
in cannot lightly, port is and Israel is aware 

that using a Palestinian port would be cheaper per se and would avoid the 
of building an Israeli planned port at Ashquelon. Considering future development, 
Abdul Shafi pointed out that Palestinian institutions are at a disadvantage regarding 
capacity, funding, experience and contacts. 

Security was another topic covered and there were several meetings held on 
this subject throughout the year. Two sessions were held with a group from the 
American Academy of and in which and security concerns were 
discussed at length. It was concluded that Israeli settlements were the biggest obstacle 
to particularly in where Israeli construction policy is effectively 
shifting the line eastward and continuing to deprive Palestinians of their land 
and water resources. Raja Shehadeh, a lawyer based in Ramallah further made the 
point that the system had been gradually moulded to favour Jewish on the 
land making it almost impossible for Palestinians to regain their own land. 

A further meeting was with Mr. Donald Sinclair, (Deputy Director, Arms 
Control and Disarmament Division, rs and International Trade 
Canada.) who expressed his concern about the importance of Palestinians having 



Other meetings, particularly in the year, inc! the role NGOs 
think-tanks such as PASSIA and the importance of their role in the future. In one 
meeting, attended by representatives of the International of Voluntary 
Agencies, the current operating problems of NGOs in the Territories were 

particularly regarding organizational ability to and monitor 
incoming funds especially as they future roles and abi of Palestinian 
NGOs in the transitional phase were at length. 

A with International Labour in Geneva 
the unemployment problems unique to this fact only a 

plan would provide any form of solution. 

Meetings held near the end of the year often used the following synopsis of 
political positions in the Middle East as a starting point for discussion. This was written 
by Mahdi Abdul Hadi on November it should noted that subsequent 
summaries of meetings ail began with this assessment or an approximation of it. 

In June 1918, Prince Faisal in his capacity as head of the Arab Delegation to the 
Peace Conference in met (or the first time with Chaim Weizmann the 
Jewish to the same conference and the two men signed an agreement. Part of that 

" We, the Jewish people are you, the Arab People to give us of 
the land of Palestine on which the Jewish can have autonomy and establish a 
homeland. /I The basis their understanding for co-existence was economic co-operation and 
it was said that in return the Jews would give the Arabs the world economic markets. 

A similar tale unfolded except this time it was the PalesUnians the 
Israelis to return part of their homeland on which to have autonomy and to establish a state. 
In return the Palestinians would the Israelis the Arab economic markets. 

It is important to consider the current position of all parties involved in the Arab-
Israeli conflict to get an overview of the situation in the today. 

the United States: 
In direct talks between US and PLO officials in Tunis last October there were five issues on 
the 

1. Washington the Palestinians to influence the Arab world to lift its 
boycott against Israel, effective since 1948. The Palestinian response was that consensus had 
declined among Arab capitals and actual Israeli infiltration of the Arab market could 
be seen in Morocco and the Gulf markets. Moreover, Palestinians don't expect "normalisation tI 
with Israel before occupation is and concrete achievements concerning Palestinian 

on the have been realised. 

2. Washington demanded professional monitoring, and financial auditing 
to direct and/or supervise all and funding during transition within a Palestinian 
economic and investment council. This was met with by the PLO and in late 
November the Economic Council was established. 

3. United States its interest in Palestinian capital invested in the 
Territories along with Arab and European capital which also met with approval. 
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4. Washington made a decision to establish a White House task force for the economy 
in which American, Arab and Jewish businessman would be involved and would be ru-';u>p'C1 

by Vice-President AI Core. The PLO was to this idea but raised some reservations 
that its work may be parallel to or at overlap with European plans. 

5. Institutionalising Washington and PLO relations was a concern raised by the PLO 
and summarised in the following quote: "Is Hanan Ashrawi to be the first Palestinian 
ambassador to the White House or will she only be spokesperson for Palestinians in 
Washington circles"? 

What must also be considered is the importance of what has not been for 
example: 

1 Regional arrangements, military with Israel and the new role 
of Turkey, which includes issues of water, borders and the Kurdish problem. 

2. officials in the United States National Security Council offering assistance 
to Tel Aviv which was declined, indicating that Tel Aviv is "in control" in this process. 

3. The role of the Islamicist movement and, in particular, the current wave of 
confrontations with Israeli settlers and the implications this has (or the future. 

If we look at the current situation with there are three major issues of concern: 
1. A possible conflict of interests between Brussels and Washington. In terms of 

funding and implementation, the following questions are raised:- /5 to fund 
while Washington governs and if 50, where and how? 15 to provide skills while 

Washington administers them? 
2. What role can play? Monitoring, auditing or under which the 

of the have relative freedom of action. 
3. Considering Europe's own problems and slow progress with the Maastricht 

can Europe establish a similar economic task force for the Middle East which includes Syria, 
Lebanon, Jordan, Israel and Palestine? 

In Israel today three schools of thought can be seen: 
The first is by military academics and professionals and 

their thesis is that Israel has enough militarily to resist any threat to After 
twenty five years of occupation with its impact on Jewish morale and they 
want Israeli withdrawal from the Territories and they don't want anything to do 
with the future of the Palestinian house. 

The second school of thought is represented by the architects of the Oslo accords. 
They consider it crucial for joint economic co-operation between Palestinians and Israelis to 
draw the future map of the region and cooperation with the current PLO to put the 
DOP into is essential. Only after results can there be guarantees and democracy and 
democratic elections will be the ground for the implementation and legitimacy of the 
DOP. 

The third school is represented by Mr. Rabin himself, and reflects the military 
mentality of a and the developed character of a seasoned statesman. He considers 
there to be three essential points:

in 
small portions. 

-continually test. 
It is not important to Rabin whether the current PLO leadership be the party to 

t ver s a e sh ul e t sted an uarant ed befofP <lnv mrov",,-,.,o .... t t~ ./...~ -- - _I 



a) The PLO leadership in Tunis which is committed to the letter of the accord and 
keen to implement it to the timetable, Vasser Arafat has said that he will not 
become another Gorbachev, meaning, he will not deliver the means for change and then 
depart. However, he could have said that he may become another Yelt~in, that the 
US and Europe will continue to support him even if he crushes the opposition while flying the 
democratic banner. 

b) Those who fluctuate between high expectations and exaggerated worries and 
demand election to bring the two poles together and for to 

c) Those who have already started the for power among themselves inside 
resulting in bloodshed in outside the among 

who are concerned about the future of the PLO and finally the 
between inside and outside and the of linkage between the two. 

The second school of thought is that of the opposition which has both secular and 
religious groups. 

The secular opposition is currently perceived as a divided group inside and outside 
the Territories, Their problem is a lack of any alternative political agenda to the OOP and 
although advocate election for national authority they will not accept the legitimacy of 
elections based on the OOp, 

The /slamist opposition are well and have an alternative based on 
their own ideology. However, they cannot afford to be outside the future transitional authority 
and are, therefore, interested in elections as a tool to serve their own ends without actually 
legitim ising the process as read in the OOP, 

The third school of thought is the silent majority in the communities. They are critical 
of the current PLO leadership and its tactics and fear the absence of a clear strategy. They call 
for democratisation and elections as well as dialogue to maintain harmony and understanding 
between all in the Palestinian house. 

The Syrian posicion demands complete withdrawal by the Israeli military from the 
Golan Heights, intends to a continuous strong presence in Lebanon and wants progress 
along the Palestinian track, though not believing in the maintenance of the current 
PLO political It also wants a say in regional economic cooperation but this 
may not mean acceptance of the current PLO/lsraeli for the region. 

The Jordanian position is to deal with Palestinians on three fronts: internally, within 
the Occupied Territories and with the PLO, Jordan decided not to oppose the PLOl/srae/i 
arrangement and is keeping a close eye on the evolving Islamic trends within its own 
It demands a continued role as a full partner with Palestinians on the issues of Jerusalem, 

and security, during the transitional phase. They don't like to be seen as 
an extension to an agenda already decided by the PLO and Israel and it is likely that Jordan 
will seek to pressure and influence the current process through the means of democracy, 
economic development and 

A held near the end of the year with of the National 
Democratic Institute International Survey Team to clarify Palestinian positions 

ng the current of the peace process. Lewis Manilow of the NDI described 
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its work in over 50 countries as on democratisation and education towards 
that end. This was often very practical work such as teaching people how to use 
polling machines, monitoring elections or training monitors. They were very 
interested to if there would be a role for them in the near future of the 

nian territories. Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi gave an outline the current situation 
as noted above adding that the recent student in West University 
of B (in which the mainstream was voted out and replaced by a ition of 
those opposed to the September 1 agreemet:lt) could seen as a of 
current public senti ment. further noted that elections to i the 
importance of learning the logistics of elections or candidacy, constituency and timing. 

Dr. Hisham Ahmed, a visiting Fulbright Researcher at PASSIA, with the 
outline of current situation and expressed his concern about the possibility of a 

np\J\Jpn "tribal 

Ms. Kamal, a UNDP Project Manager, the suspicions held 
about the future but strongly affirmed her commitment to democratic development. 
She pointed out the problem of the lack of a programme to organise people 
around and to work worry that was an easy opening for a new 
dictatorship. 

Abdul Jawad Saleh, former elected mayor of AI Bireh and recent returnee, said 
that in his the PLO factions he could only conclude that they are not 
fully aware of what is happening on the ground inside the He went on to 
say that he considers there to be no real democracy within the PLO, and no 
mechanism for collective making as all decisions are by 
Arafat himself. He said he personally bel the DOP to be unfair and unjust and 
that it was not an agreement that would bring peace; Israeli settlement would 
continue, military oppression would continue and fanatic already seemed to 
be becoming a new authority. 

Engineer, Khalil Abdinnour, commented that the complexity of international 
interest in the region would prevent the Palestinians from free to take their own 

and the ny under which they wi II wi II create further pressures 
and obligations to try and satisfy the whole international community. He said he did 
not believe it possible that peace and stability could come out of forcing what he 
called "customised upon the society. 

Another participant that he believed the dividing line within Palestinian 
society was between those who wanted democracy and who did not. He saw 
the choice as between the implementation of the DOP and the implementation 
of democracy. said that to implement the agreement certain things must 
sacrificed and certain limitations must be set, especially during the transitional phase 

his fear was that given the content of the declaration, to implement the agreement 
would entail the sacrifice of democracy and human 

Dr. Mamdouh Aker, a member of the Palestinian negotiating team, commented 
that he that the of Principles was a step towards OPrirp hilt 



Higher Islamic Council member, Mohammed Nusseibeh pointed out if the 
opposition won then the Declaration of Principles would be null and 
void and that it is very difficult to make any predictions at this with there being 
so many uncertainties and so few results thus far. 

Lewis Manilow of NDI went on to talk about the specific dynamics of the 
electoral process saying that the whole process election should not be 
underestimated as in the of NDI it has often found to be the catalyst 
for democratic development with elections unleashing energy, ideas and changes in 

In a meeting on Conflict Resolution, Arms Control and Regional Security, 
Richard Herrman, (Director of the Program in Foreign Policy Analysis at the Mershon 
Center, Associate Professor of Political Science at Ohio State University.) made the 
point that current and as rising threat in the Middle East is Islamic 
populism and this is an unknown quantity to the United States which know 
the extent to which this will gain political support and sees a lack of the democratic 
institutionalisation that could counter its rise to power. 

Khalil Shikaki from An-Najah University, asked why a change brought 
about by Islamic populism would lead to the inevitable conflict perceived by the US. 
He said that a change this nature would not necessarily be anti-western or 
undermine US interests. were a number of local actors whose were 
also in containing the same things which were the concern of the US. 

One participant mentioned Algeria and the crushing of the democratically 
elected Islamic party and said that non-acceptance of Islam by the West will only 
serve to create a more explosive state. 

William Cottam (Professor of Political Emeritus, University of 
Pittsburgh) spoke on his own speciality which was Iran, and said that the prevail 
US perception was that Iran was initiator, financial agent and orchestrator 
movements toward Islamic revolution. He pointed out that this perception was not 
based on US ideas alone but had arisen from information given by Israel, Egypt and 
Saudi Arabia. 

In reply to a suggestion by Khalil Shikaki that Iran was becoming less a regime 
of idealogues and more in its approach, Richard Cottam commented that 
despite voicing opposition to the PLO/lsrael accord, Rafsanjani has also made 
statements implying certain acceptance. Furthermore, normalisation relations with 
Iran would be quite to implement and he d,idn't ieve would be any 
fundamental disagreement were this to happen. As far as the United States was 
concerned, although the view of the last years was still he didn't 
bel ieve it was the view of the foreign office or the Presidents office. 

ShibleyTelhami (As!ociate Professor of Government, Cornell University) talked 
specifically of the Declaration of Principles and suggestions for implementation. He 
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said that the lack of progress was a problem and stressed that there must be tangible 
results soon for credibility to be maintained. 

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi raised the point of Israeli and settlements and 
said that this was perhaps the main point on which credibility could really be 
maintained and tangible seen. 

Other points raised emphasised that this was a transitional phase and 
consequently a time for dialogue, groundwork, sharing of responsibilities among 
grassroots organisations and establishing and developing a solid base for human rights. 
It was a in which doors would be opened for all and participants stressed their 
commitment to and democratic reform as the current 

The final comment, however, was that with the first deadl 
13th) the fight for credibility was futile and stability fragile. Power struggles within 

Fateh have resulted in assassinations in the dominance of 
could result in suppression of all opposing voices and allow for Fateh to operate 
without any monitoring by those familiar with its experience, particularly in its 
handling of finances. The arrival of a Fateh police force and "appointees" to top 
positions might render the prioritising of democracy very problematic. 

final of year was with French Council representatives and 
business associates of Montreuil Municipality. it was that the French 
delegation would invite Mr. Faisal Husseini to nominate five Palestinians to visit 
Montreuil municipality in January or 1994 to specific projects and 
plans, by-laws and the process and experience of elections . 

Diplomatic Meetings. 

Throughout the year PASSIA received a number of international representatives 
and diplomats from the in and the Embassies in Tel Aviv. 
purpose of these meetings is to exchange information and ideas on political aspects 
of the situation and give the Palestinian perspective on internal, regional and 
international It is a of PASSIA's efforts to forge and maintain 
International Diplomatic links for Palestinian institutions. 

Listed below are those received by PASSIA in 1993. 

Australia. Reverend and Mrs. Keith Rayner, Anglican Church, Australia. 

Belgium. Jean Louis Mignot, Consul General; Pierre Galand, Director General of 
Oxfam Head of Palestinian-Belgium Friendship Organisation, Minister 
of Finance in Brussels. 

Canada. Norman Spector, Ambassador; Louis Simard, George Rioux, First 
Secretary, Consul; Steve Hibbard, Counsellor; Stuart Hughes, General 
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European Community. Ian Mackeson, Daniel Boll EC Consultants; Mathias 
Burchard. 

Finland. Jarmo Viinanen, Consul. 

France. Jean de Gliniasty, Consul General; Michel Leroy, Consul; Alain Bockel, 
Cultural Consultant, Foreign Ministry, Paris; Jean Christophe Peaucelle, Consul 

Adjoint; 

Germany. Hans Henning Blomeyer Bartenstein, Deputy of Mission, German 
Embassy, Aviv; Bernard Kasparek, General Secretary the SPD, Nordheim
Westhalen; Peter Hunseler and Herman Bunz, Friedrich Ebert 
Foundation; Walter Rudel, Friedrich Naumann Foundation. 

India. Virendra Gupta, Counsellor; Kaumar. 
Italy. F. Damiano Spinola, Consul General. 

The Netherlands. Como Van Hollonburg, Deputy Chief of Mission; Daan Rosenberg 
Polak, Counsellor of Embassy; Mr. Meerburg, Head Directorate of Private Activities 
and Educational Research Programme, Ministry. 

Norway. F. Bull Hansen, of Staff, Norwegian Army. 
Russia. Alexa Maslou, First Secretary. 

South Africa. Mark Albon, Political Secretary; Sauman Plefsis. 

Sweden. Ingvar Carlsson, Former Prime Minister and Chairman of Social 
Democratic Party; Mikael Dahl, Consul General; Lena Sundh, Counsellor, Permanent 
Mission of Sweden to UN. 

Switzerland. William Simpson, Director of Industrial Relations and Labour 

Administration and Fred Fuitman, International Labour 

Organisation, Geneva. 

Turkey. Isuk Akim, Consul General. 


United Kingdom. David Maclennan, Consul General; William Ehrman, Head of Near 
East and North Department, Foreign and Commonwealth Office; Sir Michael 
Barton, Lord Gilmour and David Welton, MAP UK; Philip Robins, Chatham House; 
Martin Jacomis, Chairman of British Council London; Chris McConville, British 
Council; Christopher Innes-Hopkins, Attache; Joanne Adamson, Vice Consul; Richard 
Dalton, Consul and Yacoub Dahdal, commercial/information 

United States. Molly Will Consul . Edward Abington, General; 
Michelle Dunn, Consul, Gilbert Sherman and Karen Lee United States 
Information Hermann Eilts, former US Ambassador; Bruce Stanley, 
AMIDEAST; Wood, Salzburg Seminar Co-ordinator; David Nygaard and 
Humphrey Davis, Ford Foundation. 
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PASSIA PROJ 1993-1994. 

PASSIA has been to rnltlate new projects for 1993\94 as well as 
continuing with those started as recently as last year, or as long as 1987. What 
follows is a brief outline of PASSlA's 1993-1994 activities on "Education for 
Democracy" and "A Review of Literature on Economic Co-operation and Integration 
in the Middle " 

PROJECT I. 

EDUCATION FOR DEMOCRACY 

PASSIA to begin a very timely project entitled "Education for 
Democracy 1993-94" which is a pl)blic education programme designed to help 
reinforce democratic and practice and to increase understanding of 

and processes within the Palestinian Territory. The project is planned 
in three stages with related The first involves the commissioning of 
papers from and representing schools of thought. The 
second is the organisation of workshops in community and education centres 
in Nablus, Hebron, and two in jerusalem where the papers will presented 
and discussed. The third and concl will a publication containing all 
papers written and a summary of ideas raised in various workshops. PASSIA hopes 
that this project will provide a forum for open and free debate on of 
democracy in relation to Palestinian and strongly awareness 
of the ue and importance open and fai r 

The authors, subjects chosen for the papers and the areas each will cover are 
as follows: 

1. Author - Raja Shehadeh. 
Co-founder of AI Haq, the West Bank liate the International commission 

Jurists in member of legal advisory committee for the Palestinian 
delegation in the Middle Peace Io'rr,ro.oc 

Subject-"/urisdiction and National Authority in the Transitional and the final 
Arrangement. " 
Areas to be covered: 

*questions of legislation and the relationship between lawyers, j and their 

organisations. 

*how will the Palestinian judicial evolve considering background offormer 

bodies: Ottoman, British, Jordanian, Egyptian and Israeli? 

* other issues. 


2.. Author - Dr. Khalil Shikaki. 
Assistant Professor of Political An-Najah University, Nablus; of the 
Center for Palestine Research and Studies, Nablus. Author various studies on the 
Palestine 

http:Io'rr,ro.oc


~--. --, 
"'how will the two areas be represented in national bodles( 
"will the level of 	 differ for camps, vii major towns? 

3. Author - Ali Jarbawi. 
Assistant Professor of Political Science, University; political commentator and 

columnist. 

Subject-"Mechanisms for Palestinian Elections: The laws, Candidates and the 

Electorate, Parties, Funding and the Media." 

Areas to covered: 

"'which laws should govern elections? (international, jordanian, etc.) 

"'who should elected officials represent? ( groups, geographic regions, 

"'should candidates run individually or as political 

combination? 

"who will (local, regional, or third party: international or UN 

observers?) 
"'who will on the list of nominees? 
"'how will Palestinians in the diaspora, expel nees participate? 
"'who has the right to vote? 
"'what will the role of financing what restrictions will on it? 
"'will the elections be general or limited only to specific arenas like local councils? 

4. Author - Mahdi Abdul Hadi. 
Academic; member of the Palestinian delegation to the multilateral working group on 

in the Middle peace process; political analyst and author of various 
studies on the Palestine Question. 
Subject-"Democracy in Theory and among Palestinian Factions in the 
Occupied Territories including Islamic Political Trends. 
Areas to be rr.'uo,'Prt 

"'the evolution the Palestinian National movement 1967-1982 
'"the relationship between various political trends 
"'political factions including during the intifada 
"'from Madrid Conference to the Oslo agreement 
"positions, interests and needs in the transitional 
'" on the various of political trends in the democratic process 

5. 	 Authors - Jamil Rabah I Ruba Hussari 

a) jerusalem Media & Communications Centre UMCC) 

b) journalist - Ramallah. 


Topic-liThe of the Palestinian Media in a future Democratic System." 

Areas to covered: 

"'what willits relationship to the national authority? 

"'what relationship will it have to the political factions? 

"will television be independent or affiliated with 

"'will journalistic affil with the system, with political factions, or 

be independent? 

"censorship? 
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So far two papers are completed and are being finally edited for 
publication. Plans for the first workshop are and it is intended that this 
wi II be held soon. 

PROJECT II. 

"A REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND 
INTEGRATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST." 

lA, in conjunction with the Centre for International at the 
University Toronto, and sponsored by the Canadian Government, 
a joint project n 1993 to compile part of a bibliography for "A Review of 
on Economic Co-operation and Integration in the Middle East." There are three 
mutually usive I teams for this project with forming 
Palestinian team. team is from for at Jordan 
University and the i team is from the Truman Institute at the Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem. 

Iy when considering the contents of the 
in the Middle 

East, particularly within the economic 

PASSIA is currently involved in research this project which 
annotation mately hundred of literature written on the 

of economic co-operation. This i udes not only books but journal articles, 
local project essays. original has found 
approximately one thousand, five hundred of work which are relevant to the 

in Arabic and not previously available to a wider audience. A 
team formed usively undertook the task of 

ng a third of these items and writing brief reviews of each to be included in the 
final joint work with the for International Studies. 

Owing to the enormous amount of items that PASSIA team 
discovered in the course of this research, PASSIA intends to produce its own 
bibl publication on of economy. will contain many more 
than the five hundred listings requi in the nt project ultimately give a very 
comprehensive overview Palestinian literature with economic issues. It 
is hoped that this will available by I 1994 . 



has always been a subject to which PASSIA devoted 
considerable study and there have been many meetings concentrating exclusively on 
concerns regarding the with many different groups of people. This year meetings 
were held to study subjects of igion and religious liation with the city, 
settlement and land use, Israeli municipal elections and the Arab municipality itself. 

of land and municipality been in book form as part of 
PASSIA Research Studies 1993 and more detail is available on these studies in Chapter 
two. 

In 1993 PASSIA, with Bishop Samir Kafity of Church in 
jerusalem, initiated the meeting of representatives from the three monotheistic faiths 
to come together and the importance and of to 
respective ideologies. It is intended that these meetings continue and develop in the 
coming and summaries of the inaugural are given below. 

April 18th. 

"The three Monotheistic Faiths in jerusalem." 

Participants: 


David Hope The Bishop of London. 

Mahdi Abdul Hadi PASSIA. 

Members of the Angl In 


Summary. 
ng Dr.Abdul Hadi explained how the closures have 

affected access to rei in Jerusalem. He explained the Palestinian position 
of having to obtain special permission to enter Jerusalem in line with Israeli 
requirements. Also discussed were the taken by foreign institutions to 
lodge on this mainly in form of letters to Mr. Rabin condemning 
the closures, and PASSIA's plan to start holding meetings between representatives 
the three monotheistic faiths I in jerusalem for them to exchange information on 

positions. 

july 15th. 

"Relations of the three Monotheistic faiths" 

Participants: 


Rabbi Yehezkel Landau - Worker. 
Rabbi Newman - Rabbis for Human Rights. 
Rabbi Jeremy Milgram Researcher/Organizer. 
Bishop Kafity. - Church in Jerusalem. 
Abdelrahman Abbad - Lecturer at Hebron University. 
Mahdi Abdul Hadi - PASSIA. 

lJy",taccr\Y of Philosopy at BirZeit University . 
Ziad Abdeen - Director of Jerusalem Public Health Society. 
George 
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Summary. 
concerning future round 

table Bishop Samir Kafity said that should be given first priority 
and discussed academically, cultura"y and nationally. Isaac Newman agreed that the 

should jerusalem. Jeremy Milgram the problem with the meetings 
was that they would have no impact on the community at large and future meetings 
should involve a wider and be community-based. George Samaan pointed 
out that meeting is an achievement in but an agenda needs to be developed. 
Mahdi Abdul-Hadi commented that Jerusalem is part of faith, Arab culture and Islamic 

looked forward to committed people building a forum for future action 
and serious discussion. Questions of access, freedom of movement and openness are 
also relevant issues and must be raised. Said Zeedani said that Jerusalem should be 
viewed from religious/spiritual, national/sovereignty and 
municipal/services. He further said that Palestinians should exercise their authority in 

jerusalem that its inhabitants are entitled to all of services like their 
counterparts in West Jerusalem as well as equal Concepts of tolerance and 
de-politicisation of Jerusalem are important. Ziad Abdeen said that he subscribes to 
the that conflict and disagreement are inherent in all but that the views 
of the participants seem to be diametrically opposed because there is a gap in 
perceptions of ity which mulates a war of images. is and Palestinians while 
trying to talk to each other, often end up talking past each other, partly because they 
have no shared views of the same fact. Islam can understood in at least two 
different ways; as a religious bel and a matter of or as a 
political framework i.e. a matter of law, government and society. Jerusalem should 
rnO,YaTAra be from an educational point of view which encompasses the 
spiritual, religious, cultural and political Abdulrahman Abbad said he had 
many reservations since Christians and Jews do not recognise Islam in the way Islam 

the other two rei Yeherzkel Landau said that a practical is 
needed based on human rights, politics, sovereignty and spiritual symbolism. It was 
conclusively that a meeting be scheduled for August 5, 1993 at PASSIA 
and that PASSIA headquarters be used for future meetings. 

August 5th. 

" The three Monotheistic Faiths and the Question of Jerusalem." 

Participants: 


Rabbi Yehezkel Landau - Educator Worker. 

Joseph Emanuel - Interfaith\Educator. 

Rabbi Isaac Newman - Rabbis for Human Rights. 

Rabbi Jeremy Milgram Researcher\Organizer. 

Bishop Samir Kafity - Episcopal Church in Jerusalem .. 

Maher Doudi - Researcher\Project Officer of Society for Austro-Arab 

Relations, Jerusalem. 

Khalil Shikaki - Professor of Political A-Najah University. 

Ziad Abu Amer - Professor of Political BirZeit University. 

Bernard Sabella - Professor of Sociology, Bethlehem University. 

Mahdi Abdul Hadi - PASSIA. 

Hisham Ahmed Visiting PASSIA. 




JeWish people as the city of redemption. He described Jerusalem as a 
and truth and said that justice is required all who live As is a 
political and spiritual centre of Judaism and Islam, he could not conceive of it being 
the capital of only; it should be divided to serve as the capital of both Israel 
and Palestine. He likened Jerusalem to a mother who should not be monopolised by 
her children. Joseph Emanuel said that Jerusalem is the heart everything to the 
jewish people, in it was the city that was most spoken of and not 
land. Bernard Sabella asked if the question of Jerusalem could really simply 
resolved by iation and with others. He pointed out the political 
dimension of Jewish hegemony. Samir Kafity asked how far in history 
participants wished to To a Christian he said, Jerusalem has always been 
multiplicitous and how the participants were to use of the 
politics of different eras and how far religion was being abused to meet political ns. 
Ziad Abu Amer commented that interest was academic and national and asked 
how long the jewish people had seen jerusalem as city of redemption. that 
to solve the question of Jerusalem the group must move on from religion to a more 
practical From the it was to avoid any exclusive 
religious claims on the city. Khalil Shikaki, however, said he wished to 
about the speakers religion and asked if the politics mentioned from 
Solomon and David were also to to the present day. Abdul 
if there was a way to look at religion without politicising it, to understand it on its 
own. Isaac Newman said that religious Jerusalem was one square mile but political 
Jerusalem was much bigger and igiously all it should be is a of for all 
peoples and a centre of peace. Yehezkel Landau iterated his wish to see jerusalem as 
the capital of two states. 

Concluding points were that it is impossible to with Jerusalem in purely 
religious terms. The jewish of partition in 1948 meant that it was now 
impossible to partition the heart, a metaphor strongly used to refer to Jerusalem by all 
religious Points to raised at the next meeting were then 
including whether the religious approach can provide a for reconciliation. Ziad 
Abu Asir suggested that their talks needed to address anything that can be found in 

of the three rei books which would justify Jerusalem a shared city. 

Another major area of concern has Arab Jerusalem municipality, land 
use, settlement and security issues with three meetings being held on these subjects. 
The first is a brief review of the present state of the Arab municipality and the 
following two detail land use for settlement and the possibilities for their future 
security arrangements. fourth, is an examination of legal practices regarding land 
appropriation and the difficulties of land ownership through Israeli 
channels. 
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16th March. 

"Metropol itan Jerusalem." 

Part icipants: 


Mohammed Nahal - jerusalem. 
Raja Shehadeh - Lawyer, Ramallah. 
Mohammad jadallah - Physician, jerusalem. 
Walid Assail - Lawyer, Jerusalem. 
Adnan Husseini Architect, Director of Islamic Waqf, Jerusalem. 
Farid Abdeen - Islamic Waqf, Jerusalem. 

Khatib - Jerusalem. 
Neshat Tahbub - Jerusalem. 
Abdel Rahman Abu Arafeh - Engineer, jerusalem. 

Summary. 
This meeting covered aspects of the metropolitan area of 

nning with a historical in the city from the time of 
the British Mandate (1914-47) to the present day. The demographic distribution of the 
Jewish sectors was followed by a detailed explanation of two 

transportation over the and West of the city. The issue of 
new Jewish areas in Jerusalem and the transportation implemented to fulfill r 
needs was also raised. A of and national institutions on both sides 
of the city was included. Background of the Mount Scopus area was given and 
statistical questions of Arab and Jewish put forward. Although Jerusalem was 
defined as one metropolitan area under British Mandate, have been two 

transportation systems in Jerusalem since 1938 and this remained 
unchanged for the last S5 years. It was noted that the Palestinian transportation system 
has been largely ignored and by i-run Jerusalem municipality 
despite the factthat 1948 East Jerusalem has become metropolitan centre for 
all to from the West Bank serving all destinations within the green line. 
It was suggested that Jerusalem in the same way as 
divided such as Beirut, Belfast, and N 

June 19th. 

"Jerusalem and Israel i Settlements." 

Participants: 


Terry Boullata - Research Assistant, UNRWA. 
Jamil Rabah - JMCC Jerusalem. 
Ibrahim Abudalo - Offset Institute, Beit Safafa. 
Mohammed Vice President of Higher 
Council - Jerusalem. 
Rula Kort - Assistant to Hanan Ashrawl. 
Rana Budeiri Office Manager, for Development in Primary 
Health Care. 
Usama Halabi jerusalem. 
Mohammed Nakhal Researcher, Arab Studies Society. 



J-----.- .... 

Albert Aghazirian - Public Relations Officer, BirZeit University. 
Abdel Rahman Abu - Engineer, jerusalem. 

Aryan - Pharmacist, lah. 
Amjad Aryan -Post Graduate student, USA. 
Khalil M. Tufakji Researcher, Arab Studies Society. 
Mahdi Abdul Hadi -PASSIA. 

Summary. 
Terry Boullata gave a paper in which she detailed the constant 

undermining of Palestinians in their claim for Jerusalem. Despite Israel having 
violated international they introduced the following policy in a 
attempt to destroy the ability of East to become the capital of a Palestin 
state: a) Boundaries The Israeli Jerusalem municipality has extended the city limits 
to effectively incorporate as much land as from Palestinan but to 
exclude concentrations of Palestinian population; b) Population population 

at the end of 1992 was 72% Israeli 28% Arab. With continuous mass 
Iding of new Israeli around East gap is set to widen 

further; c) Land Use - Since 1967, nearly 40% of all land in the annexed areas has 
confiscated for "public and then for high density Jewish housing or 

turned over to Jewish institutions such as the Hebrew University. These things 
had resulted in a ring of settlements strangling Arab Jerusalem and limiting any further 
Arab expansion. pol and continued Israeli to stop or even discuss 
them may have of political instability should this cause the 
collapse the peace talks. Terry Boullata pointed out that the main objective of the 
Palestinians is to have jerusalem as the of a state the options 
for the were either: a) As detailed in the 1947 UN Plan; b) A functional division 
of power, within a divided city; or c) An open city. She went on to point out 
problems with of and uded that her was option 
c), that is a divided but open city for both peoples each nation can exercise its 
sovereignty. This option said, meets the minimum rations of the Arab world, 
the ability to preserve the of and to fi Iy the and 
symbol of their existence. 

July 3rd. 

"Jerusalem, Settlements and Security Strategies." 

Participants: 


Maher Doudi Officer of the 
Austro-Arab Relations, Jerusalem. 

Ibrahim Matar - ANERA, jerusalem. 
Usama Halabi Lawyer, Jerusalem. 
Terry Boullata - Research Assistant, UNRWA. 
Jamil - Jerusalem Media and Communications 
Ibrahim Abudalo - Offset Institute. 
Ibrahim Jebril UNRWA, Jerusalem. 

- Journalist, AI Hayat, Jerusalem. 
Ziad Abu Zayyad - Journal Editor of Gesher. Jerusalem. 
Mahdi Abdul Hadi - PASSIA. 
Hisham Ahmed - Visiting Researcher, PASSIA 
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Summary. 
Maher Doudi gave a presentation in which he examined security issues 

and Palestinian national authority in the transitional He by giving a brief 
outl of events which led up to the peace talks, focussing particularly on the 
effects of the Gulf War and the demise of the former Soviet Union. then went on 
to talk about the settlements in the OPT which he considers in two broad \.-cn"'};'J' 

a) Hard line ideologists who believe that "judea and Samaria" are an integral part of 
the land of Israel, and b) Residents without strong ideological commitment but 
attracted to in for financial reasons ie. housing, tax 
etc. Mr. Doudi gave four possible options for settlement security beyond the 
transitional phase: 1) Self-Policing; 2) Palestinian Policing; 3) IDF Policing; 4) No 
change continued Israeli Govt. Pol Israel is not willing to leave the West 
Bank as it maintains that its continued presence is essential for Israels security to be 
positioned there. Mr. Doudi that the threat posed by other Arab 
towards Israel is not going to be affected by their presence in the West Bank 

Iy with regard to availability of long-range missi Furthermore, the 
political priorities of leaders in the Arab are the security and maintenance of 
their own regimes. Israel must address these issues. Mr. Doudi suggested the 
establishment of a joint centre with UN involvement in order to 
deal with dangerous or violent activity that could arise on either side in opposition to 
the peace process. Mr. Doudi concluded that there must be a serious commitment on 
both to work through their differences. 

july 10th. 

"land Issues and Jerusalem." 

Participants: 


Raja Shehadeh-Lawyer, Jerusalem. 
Usama Halabi - Lawyer, 
Mahdi Abdul Hadi -PASSIA. 
Ziad Abdeen - of Jerusalem Public Health 
Suleiman Aref - Loans officer, Technical Development Group, 
Jerusalem. 
Ibrahim Abudalo ~ Fellow at PASSIA. 
Hisham Ahmed - Visiting Researcher at PASSIA 
James CCiNGO, Jerusalem. 
Mohammed Mustapha - Egyptian Embassy, Tel Aviv. 
Ruba Hussari - Journalist, AI Hayat, Jerusalem. 
Ibrahim Shaaban - Head of Housing Council, Jerusalem. 

Summary. 
Shehadeh gave a paper on his studies of Law and Land 

Appropriation. Regarding settlement, he said that land for settlements was expropriated 
until 1978. the case of Elon Moreh in 1979 the High Court ruled that only 
seizures of privately owned land could prevented. Since a little over a third of the 
land in the West Bank was registered this left it the majority of it vulnerable. Thus 
began a new method of acquisition which declared the land "public domain" and it 
became the responsibility of whoever owned the land to prove their ownership it. 
TL ........ .-. ..... .-.r-r.r hr\\A;ft:l.\/i:,r tripri hv <;.np .' I
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rd.I~~lIl11,:m presence In the new settlements could not expand. Raja Shehadeh 
that the Israelis have a legal justification for every action which is impossible 
to chal without studying all of their very Iy. Unti I now, he said, 
the Palestinian National Movement has neglected legal chal but for progress 
to made, it is to focus on 

Municipal held in Jerusalem on November 2nd 
important issue and with the ousting of long time mayor Teddy Kollek 
of Likud's Ehud Olmert a different era of policy making begun. of this 

remains to be seen but granting for Jewish building on land 
earmarked for an Arab school on Mount of Olives has an inauspicious 
beginning. 

July 27th. 
"Israeli Views on Municipal Elections in II 

Participants: 
Usama Halabi-Lawyer, Jerusalem. 
Raja Shehadeh - Lawyer, m. 
Said Zeedani - Professor, BirZeit University. 
Rana Budeiri Manager CDHC. 

Abu Journal ist, Editor Jerusalem. 
Bernard la Professor, Bethlehem University. 
Mahdi Abdul Hadi PASSIA. 
Abdel Rahman Abu Arafeh -Engineer, Jerusaelm. 
Samia Khoury - Business administrator; national president of 
YWCA, Jerusalem. 
Adnan Arafeh - Head Arab Health Centre - Jerusalem 
Ibrahim Shaaban - of Palestinian I fo Housing, Jerusalem. 

Summary. 
Usama Halabi gave a presentation in which the discussion on 

the following three of the i municipal elections: 
1. party by Moshe Amirav and 

Kaminker and their attempts to compile a running list consisting of Israeli Arabs and 
Palestinians in the forthcoming in Jerusalem; (Their manifesto pledged to 
support Palestinian rights and advocated a two state ution with Jerusalem as the 
joint capital). 

2. of the then incumbent mayor of Teddy lek to 
garner support amongst Jerusalem Arabs in order to maintain his seat which he had 
held since 1966; 

3. The Likud and strong challenge of Ehud Olmert to change the 
longtime policies of Teddy Kollek and to revoke building restrictions which could 

the of the city Jerusalem. 
Mr. Halabi mentioned that despite Nusseibeh ling for a unilateral Arab 

list for elections in the previous year, Palestinians generally viewed as 
legitimisation of occupation. Whether the ballot list was unilateral joint with Israelis 
or in any other form, would seen as of annexation 
the Palestinian consensus was to remain uninvolved. Action on part of 
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Palestinians was to work towards their own Arab municipality for 
jerusalem. 

It was noted that the ofTeddy Kollek to for 
to a certain extent as of victory were slim. It was suggested that 
this was a deliberate action which would allow the Likud party to win as a form of 
political compensation and counterbalance to direction in which peace 
process was gol 

Towards a Jerusalem National Counci I 

This plan was initiated by Mr. Faisal Husseini, Head of 
to Middle East his to 

with others toward the goal of forming the departments and divisions of a 
Jerusalem National Council. Before the announcement of its founding, planned for 

1 local and ran on national 
efforts. What follows is a outline of process and progress of the Jerusalem National 
Council. 

On 1 November 1993, Faisal Husseini, head of the Palestinian negotiati 
team to the Middle East peace talks, led a meeting at the Orient House in 

to ishing the structure for the "jerusalem National 
Council Palestine", The founding members of this Council (approximately 50 

U\ryy\£:l.,... the General Assembly which met on 4 November 1993 at the Orient 
under the rmanship of Husseini. The di the 

following issues: Israeli and Checkpoints around jerusalem; 
and Housing; Issues in the Old City; Rei Institutions; Activities in 

Jerusalem; the Relationship between Jerusalem the Rest of the Occupied 
Territories; the Current of the Discussions between Faisal Husseini and the 

i Police Minister Shahal and Possible on the Ground over Next Two 
Years; International, Arab and Islamic Positions; Arab Countries' Interests in Aiding 

nians; NGO Positions on Jerusalem; Christian Institutions and the Issue of the 
Vatican and Properties; Health and and the Likud Party 
of Israeli Jerusalem Municipality. Discussion these issues was to be through a 
col effort in order to obtain comprehensive focussing on three 
different fronts: the internal front, the Arab-Islamic front, the i front. 

In this first public meeting, the assembled members 
following: 
1. Appointment of Hassan Tahboub as deputy chair to lead meetings in the 
absence of the head, Husseini; 
2. Formation of a temporary Preparatory Committee up six members and 
headed by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi; 
3. Assignment of duties to the Preparatory Committee until the formation of 
the Executive Bureau and National Body departments. 
4. The duties of the Preparatory Committee are to concentrate on the following 
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working relationship with the body or for consultation purposes; 
d, 	 Co-ordination and consultation with all interested in Jerusalem 

with the purpose of clarifying the efforts and of working 
papers discussed in the forum meetings. 

5. A preparatory meeting of the Assembly to be held on Thursday 18th 
November from 5.00 pm to 7.00 pm at the Orient House in Jerusalem. 

The Work of the Preparatory Committee. 

The Committee held three seminars at PASSIA to the 
ideas, views and opinions of individuals, representatives from organisations or projects 
and political factions from Jerusalem. 30 people attended each of these seminars 
and the following three issues emerged from them: 

I. The Basic Goal. 
The first was delineating the or vision of the "Jerusalem 

National Council", This reflects the Palestinian of the transition period and 
final settlement. jerusalem is of the Occupied Palestinian Territory, and is the 
political, rei and capital Palestine. Therefore, it is necessary to 
formulate a clear picture of Palestinian duties in response to the policies and 
of the Israeli occupation. 

A discussion of the procedures and melchanics the Palestinian national 
leadership, which will be in place during transition period, was deemed necessary 
so as to ensure that it a role and a presence in Jerusalem. Its authority must 
eventually extend from and the Jericho area to the West Bank and 
where it will have an public role with influence and presence in Jerusalem from 
now and throughout the transition period. When begin after two years, the 
necessary framework for the final stage negotiations will be in place. 

In order to enable such a situation to develop, we must work to unity 
on the ground and among the people in West Bank and Gaza with regard to their 
political, spiritual and religious centre. What we must achieve as a working goal in 

in the next three or four is the extension political and 
authority to the temporary Palestinian government to include, if not to be centralised 
in, Jerusalem. At the same time we must protect and strengthen the Palestinian 

in the Holy City and to enable it to defend Arab (Muslim and Christian) 
rights in the city. 

II. 	Strategic Outline. 
following subjects currently make up a possible outline to use in 

the of the transitional 1} planning; 2) economy; 3) law; 4) 

services; 5) institutions; 6) politics; 7) religion; 8) finance; 9) defence and public safety. 

Restrictions and pressures must be taken into account as well as objective 
conditions on ground in the and international arenas work will 
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take However, the question remains as to whether the general policies and 
activities in the present institutions are enough. Do we need to found an umbrella 
national institution to unify matters under the name of the Jerusalem National Council. 

III. Work Plan. 
following plan outlines the needed, according to the ideas of the 

participants, to achieve the goals of this stage: 
a) Building or rehabilitation of institutions coordination with 

to achieve a unity of strength and activity in a nationalist centre. 
b) Providing the tools of political leadership and a detailed plan of 

administration through the national institution in Jerusalem and national 
institutions and activities. 

Meetings of the Preparatory Committee 

were held at PASSIA on 10th, 13th, and 17th November 1993. 
These were attended by members of national organisations and activists from the OPT 
including Jerusalem and numbered approximately 40 people. From these meetings, 
the Preparatory Committee with the following recommendations: 

a. 	 the necessity and importance of uniting national 
general council in given that it is the capital 
Palestine; 

b. 	 naming the council jerusalem National Council - Palesti 
c. 	 announcing the founding of this council, the working headquarters 

which will at the Orient House in Jerusalem. 

The Preparatory Committee drafted the following plan for the formation of the 
jerusalem National Council: 
1 . The Executive Bureau: 

The Executive Bureau will be made up of twenty-two elected members among 
whom will two a General, and eighteen 
members. Each the nine departments which make up the National Council will 
represented by two members who will co-ordinate with the appropriate specialists to 
achieve designated 

Bureau will 	have the following responsibilities and duties: 
a. 	 Working towards implementing the general goals of the jerusalem 

National Council through its decisions recommendations; 
b. 	 Representing the Jerusalem National Council both inside and outside 

the country in all respects; 
c. 	 Forming the Council through special and 

continuous consultation with each department including qualified 
personnel without discrimination or differentiation according their 
political views or personal opinions; 

d. 	 Implementing and projects for the departments, providing 
with a budget, and to monitor 
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to its particular In the first phase, division will contain a minimum of five 
and maximum of ten members with relevant experience and with th commitment to 
work in such a division. The departments and divisions are as follows: 

__ .,_ .......... _ ........ 1 '-A1YIJIVII,;) 


1. Planning Department 
Divisions: 

a. Research and Studies 
b. Land and Planning 
c. Housing 
d. 
e. Database 

2. Economics Department 

a. Tourism 
b. Energy 
c. 
d. Water and Environment 
e. Agriculture 
f. Transportation 
g. Labor and Unions 

3. 	 law and legal Affairs 
Department 

Divisions: 
a. 	Documents and Laws 

Violations 
c. Internal Disputes 
d. Legal Advice 
e. Settlements 
f. Arab Municipality 
g. Israeli Municipality 
h. Identity Cards and Residencies 
i. Courts 

4. Basic Services Department 
Divisions: 

a. Education 
b. Health 
c. Welfare 
d. Antiquities 
e. Property and Real 
f. Food Supply and 

5. Institutions Department 

a. Cultural institutions 
b. Women's Institutions 

c. Social Institutions 
d. Charitable Institutions 
e. Clubs and 

6. Political Department 
Divisions: 

a. Strategic Planning 
b. Arab Affairs 
c. International Relations 
d. Israeli Affairs 
e. Internal Coordination 
f. Media and Translations 

7. Religious Department 
Divisions: 

a. Holy 
b. Higher Islamic Council 
c. Islamic Waqf 
d. Sharia Courts 
e. Christian Courts 
f. 
g. Vatican 
h. Christian Properties and Waqf 

8. Finances Department 
Divisions: 

a. Financial Institutions 
b. Taxes and Customs 
c. Budgets 
d. Office 
e. Auditing Office 

9. Defence and Public Safety 
Department 
Divisions: 

a. 
b. 
c. (to announced) 
d. 
e. 
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in its report to the general assembly meeting at the Orient House on 18th November 
1993. 

1. The members of the Executive Bureau be elected by secret ballot in general 
of the assembly of the Founding Council on the 18th November 1993 atthe 

Orient House. 

2. The Executive Bureau be assigned to create a work programme for the departments 
and divisions the Jerusalem National Council. This plan is to be developed from 
specialised seminars with experts and candidates for membership in each department 
and division. Added to this will be co-ordination and consultation with national 

and political factions in order to crystallise the and efforts put into the 
work plan of this phase. 

3. Executive Bureau with proposing an annual budget and electing 
the General Financial Inspector for the Jerusalem National Council - Palestine. 

The General Assembly made the lowing usive remarks: 

1) Thanks and appreciation to the Preparatory Committee for their efforts and 
intensive work. 

2) Agreement with the recommendations of the Preparatory Committee with the 
exception of the of elections. The assembly the postponement of 

until departments and divisions are formed. 

3) An invitation to third meeting of the Founding I to follow-up planning 
and to with a istic framework for implementation. 
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6. 	 EDUCATION AND TRAININ IN 
INTERNATI NAL AFFAIRS. 

In 1 PASSIA continued programme on "Education and Training in 
International Affairs." 

PASSINs seminar on Strategic and Security, 1993, is the second of 
three courses arranged by in the academic year 1992-93. In October 1 
the first course was conducted in co-operation with the Swedish on the 

of Diplomacy and Protocol. third was held in November\December 1993 
on the of the European Community and the Middle 

courses aim to train young Palestinian graduates in the field of 
diplomacy and international affairs. They are part of PASSINs endeavour to meet the 

our community for formal training and practical in 
areas. PASSIA i experts and professionals from outside the Occupied 

Territories to Palestinian academics in educating and training young Palestinian 
graduates. 

PASSIA hopes that this seminar, held at this crucial period in our history, will 
enable Palestinians to continue the process of state-building and to enhance our 
relations and understanding with the international community . 

Part I - Diplomacy and Protocol. 

This seminar was held over period 5th-16th October, 1 It was 
supported by the Ford Foundation and the Swedish General in Jerusalem. 

special committee formed for this seminar was headed by Dr. Mahdi Abdul 
as director, and further consisted 

Dr. Bernard Sabella: Academic Committee. 1992. 
Projects Committee. 1 

Mrs. Kainat Dweik : the Administrative Committee. 1992. 
Mr. James Leith: Co-ordinator of the Committee. 1 

In the first week of the committee, in conjunction with the Arab 
Studies Society, invited applications for the seminar and out of the received, 
pi us two reserves were to participate. 

PASSIA committee approached Swedish Consulate in 
Jerusalem arranged for the Swedish government to provide diplomats from 
Stockholm to at the In consultation with Mikael Dahl, the Swedish 
Consul General, a list of books and reading material was prepared given to the 
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period from the 5th to 16th of October. It was opened by the head of the Arab 
Society, Faisal Husseini the Swedish Consul Mikael Dahl who 
participated in the lecture programme. 

lecturers were as follows: 
Mr. Mathias Mossberg Ambassador Ministry for Affairs. 
Mr. Ove Bring - Deputy Under-Secretary of State, Legal Department, Ministry for 
Foreign rs. 
Mr. Per Holmstrom - Consul, Sweden. 
Mr. Krister Mumlin - Ambassador, Head of Press and Information Department, 
Ministry for 
Mrs. Cordelia Edvardson - of Swedish Dai Iy "Svenska 
Dagbladet" . 
Mrs. Gun-Britt Andersson former Deputy Under-Secretary of State, Department for 
International Development Co-operation, Ministry for Affairs. 
Mr. Klas Stenstrom - Ambassador, Deputy Chief of Protocol, Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs. 
Mr. Mats Bergquist Ambassador, Tel Aviv/Helsinki. 

Introduction to International Relations. 

A Brief History of Diplomacy. 

International Law. 

Diplomacy and Mass Media. 

Organisation and role of a Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 

The of a Diplomatic Mission International and International Civil 

Service. 

International Negotiations and Arbitration. 

Protocol, Ceremony, Diplomatic Immunity and Privi 

Diplomatic History of the Middle East. 

International Development Cooperation North-South Issues. 


this seminar was held in 1992 a full summary of is not 
included here but is available in PASSIA publication "Diplomacy and Protocol" 
which was publ in 1992. 

Part II - Strategic Studies and Security. 

The special committee for this seminar consisted 
Dr. Ibrahim Abu Lughod of of Pol at 
Northwestern University, USA; Vice-President of BirZeit University. 
Dr. Khalil Shikaki - Professor in the Department of Political Science at An
Najah National University in Nablus; of Centre for Research 

Studies - Nablus. 
Ms. Alison Brown - Seminar Co-ordinator Rapporteur; PASSIA. 
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi - President Founder of PASSIA. 
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PASSIA consulted with British and Palestinian scholars in the field 
Studies Security on sharing the implementation of the seminar. During December 
and January, PASSIA prepared reading material course. PASSIA the 

nar in the local press, AI Quds AI ish, through 
national institutions such as universities and research centres. PASSIA received 40 
applications from all over the Occupied 

The Committee invited all applicants to individual interviews at 
between 18th and 20th March 1993. Of the thirty appl who attended interviews, 
the selected fifteen to participate in the seminar and three reserves. 

The Committee recommended that PASSIA hold another seminar in Arabic. 
PASSIA will invite the majority of those not the April 1993 course to 

in this seminar. 

This seminar took place from the 19th-30th of April and following 
accepted PASSIA invitation to be guest 

Dr. Rosemary Hollis - Fellow and Head the Regional Security Programme 

at the Royal United Institute for Studies in London. 

Ms. Valerie Yorke - Middle East at the ligence Unit, London. 

Dr. Ibrahim Abu lughod - Head of Department of Political at Northwestern 

University, USA; Vice President of University. 

Dr. Khalil Shikaki Assistant Department of Political at An-
Najah National of for Palestine Research 
Studies. 

The British Palestinian ran the as a 
with the exception of Professor Trevor Taylor - Head of the International 

of Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, who unfortunately 
declined to attend the seminar at the last 

The intensive programme of lectures and workshops was held over a two week 
peri od from the 19th to 30th of Apri I. 

The with introductory addresses Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi and Dr. 
Ibrahim Abu Lughod. 

current political developments ng that 
since Madrid two documents have been produced, the Israeli plan entitled 
IIAutonomy" and the Palestinian "PISGN (Palestinian Interim Self-Government 
Authority). Added to this are multilateral ks on the of the economy, water, 
environment, disarmament and security, and human Another factor is in 
domestic arena and importance of beyond settling of internal disputes 
and authority on the He that of 
the structure and consensus needed for this kind of movement was already in place 
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recognised since 1916 and priority should 
be given to determining exactly which territory is being discussed before setting a 
political arrangement and not versa. 

=..:..:....:.-.::=-"'-":.<>.::..:= addressed security issues such as the protection of national 
interest and said that Palestinians prefer to give attention to how security can be 

through the rule of and equality among nations rather than the balance 
of power and the threat of war. He defined the state in terms national identity, 
territory representation by national consensus. He considered the final factor to 
be sovereignty over land and concluded that it was only this factor that the 
Palestinians did not yet have. An important aspect is the attention to itical 
national rights and the central problem is how the Palestinians are to protect 
themselves as a people and a state. noted that in 1974 Arafat re-opened the 
Palestinian question and VISion a secular state with a 
clarity about political goals, attention to individual rights, national liberation consistent 
with international legitimacy and people, especially in the Diaspora, to 
revive national identity. Israel lost its moral authority during the intifada by fighting 
unarmed women and children while the political goal of a state in the West Bank and 
Gaza for all Palestinian people was pursued by political means. Lughod 
added states come into in two ways, by the use of or by 
and while Israel can perpetuate occupation by military means, it cannot impose its 
will to bring There must therefore be a mutual political solution. 

Sovereignty, self determination, power, national security & use of force. 
Dr. Khalil Shikaki. 

The lecture began with an attempt to define power, politics and the results of 
a power relationship when one group can dictate the actions of others through a 
variety of means. It went on to k about the of nation states to 
security and the separate security needs of all parties when all are strategically 
interdependent without one state having control over its own fate. The question of 

was the of an of a central authority and how this 
affects the role 

lecture then focussed on with a brief historical review 
foundations of nationalism and its possible components of religion, land, language, 
race etc. This was linked to the ideas of various philosophers and theoreticians and 
developed with historical examples of revolution. final part of the lecture focussed 
on the expansion of force in the international system going through its rationalisation, 
popularisation, professional and finally the role of technology in to its 
capabilities the ways in which perception of has changed, Iy in 
nuclear age. 

Nuclear and the balance of power. 
Dr. Khalil Shikaki. 

The lecture initially the of rlQlrarlran,ra the 
traditional objectives of military power and the extent to which can accomplish 
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these objectives. A review of means by which affects behaviour was 
given, citing historical examples threats of iation, punishment and and 
cost benefit lation the positions of and defence. When 

ied to targets, and the threat of 
population and industry whereas is di at enemy mil capabilities. 
Missi were and nuclear weapons in particular, as a means to restructure 
concepts regarding use force in international politics but it was questioned whether 
this automatically produced deterrence. it was noted, was 

and little to policy or ng and 
Iy to n the status quo. However, in a pure model of deterrence, 

mutually assured destruction was and for deterrence of total and 
limited wars. 

Foreign and defence policy, military strategy and military doctrine. 
Or. Rosemary Hollis. 

This began with an introduction of the "Western Tradition" in thinking 
and security and a theoretical outline of three alternative models which 

i political economy in These were a) 
Liberal Model, which separates and economics sees progress as linear, 

and continuous; b) Nationalist/Mercantilist Model, which subordinates 
economic to the of state bui and c) Marxist Model, which 
a dialectical approach to ity and Iy combines elements a) and b). 
lecture continued by defining the ist and neo ist approaches to international 
relations saying that nee-real have refined the original realist model by 
introducing the notion that actors have perceptions that are 

and not universal, therefore the that states/actors behave 
rationally, in some objective and immutable sense. As far as policy making was 
concerned it was remarked that, in Western analysts still the pol 
and objectives of states as though are coherent single units. In it is now 
well-understood that are the aggregation of actions and motives of a number 
of and operating within and states. 

The next focussed on decision-making which was 
illustrated by Rational Policy which sees the state or 
government as a unitary actor, Organisational Process Model sees 
action not as a rational choice but as the output of large organisations functioning 
according to standard patterns of behaviour, and the Bureaucratic Politics Paradigm 
which sees policy as the outcome of political bargaining between in the 

hierarchy. Hence, are made as a individual actions and 
not the rational decisions of states as the West likes to 

The lecture concluded with Military Strategy and Doctrine, charting a 
history the nature of warfare concluding as the 21st century approaches 
the power of conventional technology for ng 
conventional wars, has become so destructive as to render even this 

or i unless the amount used is limited. 



In this lecture, several graphs were distributed to Illustrate me tvoluuon or me 
International Arms Market and Controls, Shares of World Arms Import 
Market, 1 and 1989, Middle Arms Import Market, 1989 and World Arms 
Export 1989. Dr. Holl is went on to talk about underlying 
over the past 2-3 decades which have included more importers, exporters and 
producers a levelling-off of the growth in arms trade in the mid/late 1980s due 
to economic and political The the development the 
international arms trade were outlined, beginning with the inter-war period of 1930-40 
continuing with the post World War II period of 1946-66 and oil boom years of 1966
80 and concluding with end of the Cold War, 1992. 

Important characteristics of the contemporary arms trade were noted such as 
the internationalisation of industrial, arms, production, blurring of I 
between civilian and military technology, the re-emergence of illegal traders/traffic, 
contraction government involvement in industry in the world, 

labil of surplus arms from the Cold War and the problems of tracking, alone 
controlling, arms/technology transfers. 

On arms control and disarmament in Middle specifically, three levels 
of impact/impl were idntified: the level of domestic politics and economy of 
each state and role of the military in respective and economies; the 
possibil military confrontation states and the likelihood of war 
fuelled by the arms race were considered; and finally the international ng, which 
gives countries supplying arms a stake in the and cements their relations with 
some governments, while their relations with others. 

The problem of defining arms control and enforcement was raised and the 
continued to illustrate the pros and cons of such as 

arms supplier constraint and arms consumer constraint. 

Nuclear proliferation: conceptual and technical Ullll\..Ul,lll in a Middle Eastern 

context. 

Dr. Khalil Shikaki. 


lecture began by remarking on the inevitability of the spread 
for the making of weapons and delivery systems and then 

Iy to i monopoly and the this could on 
environment, if, for example, the Israelis became more dovish or 

hawkish, or as an incentive for Arab possession of an "equaliser". 

In the second part of the lecture the requirements for "effective" mutual 
nuclear or "mutually assured destruction" (MAD) and means to acquire 
nuclear and ivery were The unknown nature 
nuclear capabilities about which there had been contradictory reports, were noted. 

followed a review of past Arab attempts to obtain the nuclear capability and 
mentioned current plans and the position of Iraq from pre-Gulf War 1991 
until the present and the uncertainties surrounding the stage the Iraqis reached, how 
much of their capabil were destroyed and if the Iraqis could rebuild their nuclear 
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capabilities. A discussion the problems that may arise and prevent the Arabs from 
acquiring capabil such as Western i arose and resulted in a 
review of Arab and Israeli delivery systems and decisions on the nature of attack, 
referri to their incumbent air force and missile capabilities. 

The requirements for a "stable" mutual nuclear deterrence and the ability of 
the two sides to absorb a nuclear first strike and then able to and the 
of the invulnerability of the nuclear was was 
followed by a outline of requirements for mutual nuclear deterrence, 
the ability to formulate a nuclear threat, communicate it to an opponent who bel 
in the seriousness of the threat extent of opponents 

In conclusion, adiscussion was initiated about Arab and Israeli views regarding 
and other 

Strategic studies and crisis management: Past and Future. 
Valerie Yorke. 

In this lecture three videos were shown, the first on the Cuban Missile 
Following this there was a discussion which raised issues of ism and Crisis 
Management and the importance of the study of this. It was noted that political 

ism forms the phi losophical backdrop for contemporary strategic thought but since 
is no supranational body to maintain order between the international 

arena is inherently ictual by anarchy. The traditional Western
centric strategic studies approach is concerned with promoting and security, 
thus is the theory that peace and security can be promoted by threatening 
enemies with iatory damage. is theory 

can be promoted by developing techniques for handling international 
and in the age weapons mass destruction, management between major 
powers is as important as the study of use of military policy maker's 
task/dilemma is crisis management in the nuclear and the major problem how to 

rs IIfully enough to avoid more terrible weapons and still uphold 
essential interests. ai ms are to prudently" to cheaply". 

The second video shown was "Avoiding Armageddon" following which the 
participants were asked to try and identify elements of risk and danger in crisis 
management such as misperceptions and arising from in 
maki processes. it was pointed out that superpower behaviour in the Cuban Missile 
Crisis that may be preconditions successful management but 

is no reason to believe such superpower behaviour will replicated in a more 
international environment. This complexity was discussed following the 
of the third video on the Brink". 

Strategy and game theory. 
Dr. Khalil Shikaki. 

This lecture by addreSSing the definition of strategy, how one mobil 
resources to goals how can mean to an 
individual an or anisation or a state. Strate resumes oals and obiectives and is 



relate resources to build teams and conflict. Implementation ot strategy 
is seen in policy formulation, institution building, plans that specify actual to be 
undertaken and the execution of these plans. The implementation phase requires 
knowledge of and methods, processing of information, and analytical 
ability. 

There followed a discussion of game theory which was as a study of 
rational decision-making on the behaviour others and used when 
there is no independently "best" choice. Game theory illustrates uses rationality 
and irrationality in bargaining, role of stakes and and the balance 
between risks. 

Strategy and system analysis (writing options papers) 
Dr. Khalil Shikaki. 

This lecture talked about the role system analysis in formation of strategy 
and defined it as a examination of options and which to 
find the best course of action by examining costs, effectiveness and 
strategies. Components include defining the problem to resolved and 

accomplished. given were the possibilities of for Palestinians. 

1. What functions 
2. What composition 
3. What interdependent factors to consider 
4. Treatment of uncertainty 
5. Minimise risks vs. maximise 
6. a "dominant" alternative strategy 
7. Or buy "insurance" 
8. Treatment of reaction of others (game and simulation) 
9. Treatment of and timing 

10. 	 determine priorities and that maximise chances 
of success; be fully aware of goals and 

A led outline of the format for writing options papers was then given with 
purpose of the paper being to provide your decision maker with a balanced 

in the form several options, at three, but no more than five. 

Strategic studies and the regional system: introduction and themes 
Valerie Yorke 

The popular impression of strategy includes the mobilisation of resources to 
achieve goals, i.e. about means not ends, and the planning and fighting of wars. 
However, it is also about ways is which military power may be to achieve 
political objectives and the purposeful use of military power in me. With 
development of nuclear weapons, task was to find ways to avoid 
war and to find catastrophic alternatives than nuclear war. As preserving military 
stability became vital, studies became a form of accountancy". 
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There needs to be a broader defin ition of Strategic Studies to take account 
post Cold War and full of to interests/values 

of Third World states and 

The place of the Middle East in the international "'.,,·u....... 
lecturer : Dr. Rosemary Hollis. 

This lecture discu domestic, ntra-regional and 
international/global 

the affecti ng I ity/security 
nrr\U/T'n unemployment, resources, civil-military 

defence budgeting, political representation inter
igious divides. 

At the level of relations conflicts from antagonisms hol'\A,c.lon 

rich and poor, of labour migrations, vulnerability of trade routes and financial 
links, competi ti on for water resources, disputes, cross-border fam i Iy and 
rei igious ties ideological/rei igious divisions. 

At international relations, between regional and external powers, 
powers are preoccupied with protection of their access to oil and 

and training political all and 
instability in Middle East. 

There followed a overview of 
to the present and a detailed history of regimes in the 
internationally and strategic importance. 

Regional system: local actors and the Palestinians. 
lecturer: Valerie Yorke 

This was with the and Arab system of 
The analyst is concerned with social, political, and economic forces which 

may permit or constrain, inspire or compel the use of military force and how use 
of or to desist from its ication affects regional security. The 
analyst must therefore look at systems order and assess the interplay 
n"'j\M.....,n domestic and regional settings and the ng consequences for regional 

of a nation is often rejected in the as the creation 
of ideology, while Arabs talk its ine", its its ebbing potency. But elements 

an order exist. In the 19705 inter-state relations were characterised by the 
diffusion power and flexibility in icy as relations developed 
between states. Egypt dropped hegemonical ambitions and Syria and Saudi Arabia 
established spheres influence. A moderate coalition developed headed by 

i and But lure the coalition to press into a peace 
settlement undermi its i uence. Post 1979 the Arab consensus was challenged 
by a multiplicity regional and domestic issues. At regional the 1979 
Egypt-Israel treaty, which culmination of Sadat's withdrawal of 
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discontent. 

At the domestic level the economic recession (reduced of 
on Arab mes and their ability to 

maintain extensive public sectors/instruments of co-option. Popular disill spread 
on account of the lure of Arab governments to deliver with Israel or satisfy 
economic demands. impact of the economic crisis eroded political compact" 
on Arab rulers based their rule whereby population ns from 
demands for political participation in return for material benefits. The contradiction 
between centralisation of power and popular demand for democratisation was 
revealed as were unstable foundations on which had built their states. 

The combination of these and domestic factors resulted in the 
of and diversion of attention from the unifying 

themes of the Palestine problem and Arab-Israeli conflict, domestic 
criticism the nature of ruling el and the economic and political structures on 
which they based their powers and the formulation of foreign pol ng to 

ruling elites on how to protect regimes and states. 

Decision-making and defining national security: local actors. 
lecturer: Valerie Yorke. 

The concept national is linked to the emergence modern 
system. Security Ii to externally 

military or power to certain core interests of the state. However, the 
National Security raises questions when appl to the Arab world and the 
Third World generally. the 1980s Arab security concerns appeared to shift 
from mil and power and internal security concerns but 
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and subsequent coalition response pushed military and power 

back to the forefront. 

Simulation exercise 
Yorke 

The game is intended to operationalise the strategic of cnsls 
prevention i.e. how to prevent a situation from becoming worse. It is 
structured so that the learn experience something about how decision 

The intention is that the participants should 
difficulty of pol options and ng priorities to 

of the state when rulers are subject to the pull of public 
opinion and the of constituencies at when their capacity to 
implement change at home may be circumscribed by regional and transnational 
or by requirements of international etc. 

This create awareness of the difficulties of the 
crisis conditions and engaging in preventive diplomacy, of the difficulties 
relating to decision making under pressure of time in absence of full details but 
with the 
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The difficulties of the Middle some rulers are unashamedly 
pursuing interests to regime survival whi invoking the security of the state 
and abandoning even a semblance of inter Arab solidarity should be noted as should 

to weigh up the influence future role of states peripheral to region 
and the importance of maintaining economic and political links with them as well as 
with international actors (USA, IMF, etc.). 

Defining national security: the Gulf 
Dr. Rosemary Hollis 

This lecture began by a listing of the key players in the Gulf and their 
vulnerabilities went on to regional and external powers. Optional 

for regional were and included collective security 
pact linking of the Gulf states. 

Contending theories Gulf (and national) security were noted. Tehran seeks 
freedom from fear of encirclement or isolation for Iran and a measure of regional 
predominance. concern of Baghdad is Iraq's term and, thereafter its 
re-emergence as 'the cornerstone of Gulf security' and leading defender the Arab 
nationalist cause. priority in Riyadh was seen as the elimination of external threats 
to Arabia (and the thereby eliminating the for 
arrangements, freeing Kingdom to pursue its own affairs at its own pace and in 
own way. overriding concern of Kuwait, which would like a favourable position 
in is for its own survival. Washington, meanwhile continued access to the 
Gulf, its oil and markets with the least possible hazard or costly engagements for 
Washington. 

The problem is that the national aspiratiom and security interests of each of 
the players are incompatible and will remain so unless and until players develop 

mutual trust there is a of all regional governments to define 
national and regional security in terms of their own survival/enhancement. 
Furthermore, the tendency to attribute regional insecurity to the nature of other 

mes between domestic, and international relations. 

Arab and Israeli military doctrines and strategies 
Dr. Rosemary Hollis 

with balance assessments factors such 
as geography, terrain, airspace, distribution of targets, population, installations, and 
manoeuvrability. There followed a number of comparisons between Egypt, Jordan, 
Israel and Syria as well as Israel pre- post-l 1980 (Sinai) 983 
(Lebanon). Saudi Arabia and Kuwait were also compared, vis a vis Iraq. There 
followed a discussion on itary expertise, resources and knowledge and the 
key principles leading to Israeli and Arab mil doctrines. usions drawn were 
that had opted for a totally defensive strategy, Egypt for a politico-diplomatic 

than mHitary strategy, Syria for parity, is for ntenance of 
its technological As witnessed in the Gulf War, new technologies have 
transformed the battlefield and it is no longer meaningful to of individual 
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civilian economy, education system and so on, as well d~ III lIle 1111111<11 y. LV'=" lll\.-II, 

they will be obliged to buy off the shelf (if they can find suitable suppliers) unless and 
until they can develop national expertise in these areas. 

Arabs have been seeking to counter Israeli nuclear capability with chemical 
weapons and missiles while some countries are seeking their own nuclear capabilities. 

There followed a discussion of the application of deterrence (strategic theory) 
arguments to the Middle East and the relationship between non-conventional and 
conventional weapons, especially in the light of new technologies . 

During June/July, 1993 PASSIA printed and published one thousand copies of the full 
report (120 pages) on the seminar. This includes complete summaries of: 
1. Preparation Period 2. Lectures 3. Social activities 4. Five papers written by 
participants and 5. An assessment of the programme by both lecturers and the PASSIA 
committee. 

PASSIA Team for Strategic Studies. 

As a result of the PASSIA programme on Education and Training in 
International Affairs, Part II - Strategic Studies and Security, the PASSIA team for 
strategic studies was formed. Four of the students who excelled in the seminar and 
were highly recommended by the programme committee were Jamil Rabah, Maher 
Doudi, Suleiman Aref and Terry Boullata. 

Jamil Rabah. Co-ordinator of the Economic Monitoring Project of the Jerusalem Media 
and Communications Centre. 

(Following his participation in the PASSIA seminar on Strategy and Security, 
Jamil was nominated by PASSIA to join the Palestinian Negotiating Team for the 
multilateral talks on Disarmament. The PASSIA recommendation was upheld and he 
joined the Palestinian Delegation in the Washington talks between 17th - 20th of May 
1993. He is currently involved in the Palestinian Negotiating Team for Multilateral 
Talks on Disarmament); 
Maher Doudi; Executive Manager, Society of Austro-Arab Relations, Jerusalem; 
Suleiman Aref; Loans Officer, Technical Development Corporation; 
Terry Boullata; Research Assistant UNRWA. 

The team was under the supervision of Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Dr. Khalil 
Shikaki and, later, Dr. Hisham Ahmed. 

The team members decided that the purpose of the team was to continue 
building on the information and skills they had gained in the seminar, with the 
ultimate goal of compiling a publication on Strategic Issues and Security for 
Palestinians. 
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The team met weekly for the four months August, 
1993. In of meetings a team a brief paper for 
discussion on topics to their Some of the presented 
were "Regional Programmes", and Israeli 
"Demilitarisation in a State" and External Security". 

incl on current issues related to the 
team also followed-up on seminars and in the region and abroad 
to these issues. A further goal of the team was to publish introductory booklets 
defining terms of bibliographies and information on the subjects 
and strategy. They laid out plans for publishing a position paper entitled 
National Security: and Prospects". 

Researcher Hisham supervised round table 
the team a visit to the Nablus 

and establ ished a for co-operation 

A in the development and of the team was 
attended the summer course at the International School 

Disarmament in Italy between 19th-29th July 1993. They found this seminar 
very useful and were to attend other similar training sessions and seminars. 
Unfortunately, lack funds prevented them I abroad for training. 

In their with various groups 
including the Boston, USA, to 
the topics in the Framework 
Future and "Security in the Interim and Final 
AMS Mendelsohn, Harvard University, Chair of Middle 

at AMS; Naomi Wei of Political 
Boutwell, Director of Studies Foreign Policy 

further training before 
Security and owing 

projects such as 
programme in a more formal 

funding for a tutor and for team research as incentives to 
encourage suitable for publ also suggested that 

6 weeks} as well as a seminar in Arabic in which further 
could take place. 

The PASSIA uation of the programme importance 
relevance of the but emphasised the need to find funding to maintain a high 
standard of work. Iy, the programme to for fi 

opportunity for the team to strict 
timetable 



Dr. Nayef Abu Khalef - Lecturer in Political and specialist in European affairs 
at an-Najah National University in Nablus. 
Dr. Othman Othman - Assistant Professor in the department of political at an-
Najah National University in Nablus. 
Ms. Valerie Grove nar and Rapporteur. Secretary at 
PASSIA. 
Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi - President 

September October 1993 consulted with German 
Palestinian scholars in the field of Community to compile reading 

material for the course. PASSIA advertised the proposed seminar in the press and 
through national institutions such as universities and centres. PASSIA received 
twenty-five applications from all over the 

Com invited all applicants to individual interviews at PASSIA in the 
first week November 1993. the twenty appl who attended interviews, 
Committee selected twelve to participate in seminar. 

The programme workshops for this nar was held 
over a one week period from the 29th November to the December. 

following rr£,nT£>f' the invitation to be guest 

Dr. Nayef Abu Khalef Lecturer in of political science and ist in European 

affairs at an-Najah National University in Nablus. 

Dr. Othman Othman - Assistant in of political science at an-

Najah National University in Nablus. 

Najah jarar - Assistant Professor of Sociology at an-Najah University, Nablus. 

Mr Herman Bunz rector of the Foundation 
Germany 

lECTURES. 

Summaries of lectures given are that were originally delivered in 
ish or for which there are translations from Arabic available. While the seminar 

was in both the of the material was in Engl 
to print the full seminar report in the new year. However, because 

importance of the Community vis a vis its relationships in area, 
PASSIA has community would be better served were this to 
be pub I 

Europe and Palestine. 


The seminar began with an introductory address by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi in 

which discussed the of Turkey, importance future role 
in the Middle out that Turkey been a member of NATO since 
1952 and before Cold War, had a strategic as a defensive 
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from former Soviet Union and as an economic and military for and 
the United At present, with its particular geography and demography, Turkey 
serves a dual role. One of is to the new independent Islamic Republics in the 
former Soviet Union to provide a market and economidtechnological the 

is to our region where Turkey is involved in the question of water, borders with 
Syria and Iraq, the Kurdish question and the all with Israel. question of arms 
capabilities and for control is another dimension which should 
considered. 

Dr. Abdul Hadi went on to security on the 
subject is crucial. in particular and the need for a Palestinian port is a good 
example of the necessity for naval security arrangements as well as considering Aqaba, 

concluded by giving a brief summary 
of ideas of Regional Economic Co-operation as contained in the Declaration of 
Principles incorporating the future role of European Community. 

The European Economic Community. 
Dr. Nayef Abu Khalef. 

This lecture focussed on the history of the European Community and 
Parliament beginning with Schumann who the of the 
Coal and Steel Community which bore fruit in the signing of the treaty of Paris 
in April 1951. Six states laid foundations, Belgium, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Italy, Luxembourg the Netherlands. The ECSC was a 
parliamentary assembly which met for the first time in September 1952. 

Landmark and events this were outlined and uded 
signing of the treaty of Rome in 1957 which created the European Economic 
Community (EEC) and Atomic Energy Community (Eurotom) and set up the European 
Pari In 1973 the community to nine In 1974 the nine 
heads of these states adopted the principle of electoral processes for membership of 
European Parliament and in 1979 the first session of the newly elected parliament 
took place. In 1986 the by then, twelve member states the European Act 
which committed the twelve to creating a fully unified market with free movement of 
persons, and services. In june 1990 the European Council approved the 
start of the first stage of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), aiming at 
in economic policy, increased use of a common currency and later, a central 
European Bank. In December 1991 the European Council at Maastricht 
agreed the Treaty of European Union including EMU, a common foreign and security 
pol and co-operation in justice and home affairs. 

European Political Co--operation. 
Dr. Nayef Abu Khalef. 

This examined the historical background of European Pol 
operation (EPC) citing the Luxembourg Report of October 1970 which for 
regular consultation member states on all matters of interest to them. It also 

" __1 L __ 4.L_ ,... .................. :,.... .. :_,.... ..... £ t-k ..... c:r i_rt" 
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to intensify political consultation on important topics. 
bases for the work of the which has three main the of an 
independent single decision-making body; being equipped to react and not to act; 
consultation being limited to foreign policy. Other issues such as security or energy 
are dealt with, either at national level or in the framework of other institutions such 
as NATO. community ished a network of relations with non-member 
states and international organisations but the community's external role is limited to 
that of trade only. Thus any political influence that the community could exert in the 
Arab-Israeli confl for is limited to of ishing agreements 
only. 

The EEC and the Arab-Israeli Conflict 
Dr. Nayef Abu Khalaf 

began by on importance of a pol settlement 
relating the strategic and geographical importance of the region and how a political 
settlement would lead to better economic relations between Arab region and 

economic importance for the region of continuing to supply oil and the 
relation between conflict and oil was illustrated using the 70s as an example. 
strategic and economic importance of Israel to Europe was seen as ensuring Western 
i as an of Western culture and civilisation and providi a 
model for capitalism and democracy. 

focus to consider European Community and US 
starting with the premise that there is a conflict of interests, with Europe wishing to 
avoid confrontation with the but interested in playing a strong, visible political role 
at same time. latterly adhering to a low-profile policy and its 

with Middle Eastern countries aim to strengthen and develop relationships 
and emphasize the non-aligned position of Europe. 

Arab-European Dialogue was result of a joint political will to establish a 
constructive network of co-operation in various fields, specifically so that oil would 
not be as a weapon in the confl meant there was a continual presence 
of European political and diplomatic relations, with French initiative from 
Copenhagen in 1973. Arab-European dialogue started in 1974 and ended with Camp 

and it failed for the following reasons: a) establishment the 
Front (lEA); b) PLO representation; and c) the Gulf Co-operation 

Council relationship with Mitterand and Reagan, especially after Camp David. General 
Committees were set up in 1977 under the following headings: a) of 
Technology b) Protection of Promotion of Investment; c) Trade Co-operation; d) 
Labour; e) Agriculture. The position was to support the Palestinian people's right 

Lri""L""""" nation while linking it to Israel's right to and the refrained 
from taking any initiative not in line with these two things. 

Since the 1 War, the position was to support the international 
position and the UN and to express willingness to deliver international guarantees. 
However, they stopped at the door of Resolution 242 without After the 
War, the position was the follOWing: a) comprehensive settlement based on 
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in addition to considering of the Palestinian 
willingness to playa bigger role in a peace settlement. The Arab world was 
to r policy, but it was obvious that US of Kissinger's step by step 
policy was aiming to kick Europe out of the game. From this juncture 
started taki separate and individual foreign pol decisions, France, for example, 
was the only country which did not vote against the PLO in the UN and or::>,nt",rj 

it diplomatic status in Paris. Remaining policy was to not Israel, but it 
lacked a formula where their support for Palestinian rights could fit into a 
comprehensive settlement which took into account Israel's right to exist. Therefore, 
Britain, Germany and Holland strongly objected to any resolution nst the 
expulsion of Israel from the UN or noting that Zionism is equal to racism. France, 
Italy, and Ireland were not in line with Belgium, Denmark Luxembourg 
took a middle position. All, however, supported Israel and were against any attempt 
to isolate it internationally and continued to be divided on the issue of Palestinian 

and Palestinian rights. However, the London statement of June 1977 
was a turning point which contained implicit criticism of Israeli policy in the and 
emphasised the to establish a Palestinian homeland. document the 
right of Palestinians to choose their and to an active role in the 
peace talks and called on all parties to encourage any initiative towards a peace 
settlement. 

The Maastricht Treaty and its Consequences. 
Mr. Herman Bunz. 

Mr Bunz began by saying that Europe a bad reputation now and an 
in Economist from November 1993 which that in Europe 

is going to go downhill and there will be a crisis of unemployment and inability to 
cope with international problems. Mr commented that was easy but 
insisted that Maastricht treaty is a key instrument for European integration the 
that process is irreversible. The economic situation is bad with unemployment rising; 
a severe problem for highly industrialised countries. 

Mr. Bunz four points: The first was that the treaty is a guideline for 
politicians, for all of all member states and to move towards 
European integration to competition from the US, Japan and the growing 
competition from other Asian states. Point two, often overlooked in the predominantly 
pol of the Maastricht was the monetary union will 
created and implemented according to a timetable set for it. The third point was that 
the European Community or European Union will be enlarged and fourth, that 
there will a substantial reform European institutions. 

The Maastricht treaty is divided into two internal market and European 
citizenship: the first includes four elements of freedom: freedom movement, 
freedom of freedom of capital and freedom of labour. The second adds 
European citizenship to National the Community 
citizenship which means you can be elected on a local, municipal level and vote in 
European elections. It means that any person of a member state can the 

st;:)tp<; ;:)hrn~rl 
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not inc! in the Social Chapter. 

A fourth new element is that development policy has also become a 
community although this does not affect bi-Iateral arrangements between 
member states and developing countries. 

There are also some new characterisations of European institutions. European 
Parliament now has the right of co-decision order to give the European Parliament the 
ability to make on the same as the Council of Ministers. It is able to 
block decisions made by the Council and to make initiatives through the Commission. 
It also has right to the president of the Commission and on 50% of 
the budget. 

The Council of Ministers the main body although 
now affected by the new powers granted to the European Parliament. The European 
Commission become more like a European government. have been no 
major structural changes to the Commission itself, but it now has to more 
with parliament in a constructive way, more commitment and has been granted 
more power, more responsibil more over regulations though 
not legislation. 

There was a hall of justice which existed before the treaty but was not a 
commitment of all member states, the same is true of the auditing body. These things 
are now approved by all and are now community institutions. 

Well documented in the media is the nationalistic tendency apparent in all 
countries of Europe. All member states are concerned with their national interests 
especially in thier present state of To counteract this tendency there is more 

put on within member state to bring and promote 
regional interests. 

The part of the Maastricht treaty concerns European Union, the main 
principles of which being that co-operation between the member states should be 
improved, national identity should be maintained on an international and that 
there should be increased co-operation in the fields of justice and internal pol 
One very important principle is that of subsidiarity which means that whenever a 
problem can be solved on a certain a municipal example or a 
level, the responsible authorities at this level should solve this problem. If they are 
unable to do this of financial, technical or other reasons, then problem 
is automatically taken up by the next level. This is a good idea for the Community as, 
especially when it comes to solving infrastructural or unemployment problems, the 
higher level must support the lower level. The British are opposed to this idea, they 
say that they should handle their own affairs and question who decides and at what 
point problem must be transferred to another level. 

The common policy should strengthen security of each member 
state and therefore be in a position to contribute to the improvement of international 
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December 22nd - Reception and Press conference held on the return to Jerusalem of Mr. Afif 
Safieh, PLO representative in London. 
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security peace-keeping. ng justice and internal pol is a common 
political will to create regulations regarding immigration and asylum policy. is 
a to jointly fight the drugs trade and this should now become a common action 
which will overcome problem of ice from one member state unable to 
pursue minals across the of member states. also means the 
establishment of EUROPOL or joint European policing. 

Concerning and Monetary Union, the consequences of the 
Maastricht Treaty in this area raise the question of reality of being able to 
implement a common currency by 1999. It is generally thought 

in 1996 will on this very matter the international 
financial and economic crisis, which is a structural one as I will also affect this 
policy. 

The Convergence Criteria or economic conditions participation in the 
final stage of economic and monetary union comsist of four basic and points: 

1. Price Stability - a member state must demonstrate price 
stability. The average rate of inflation, observed over the year prior to examination for 
the fi stage, must not exceed by more than one and a half percentage points that 
of the performing states in terms of stability. 

2. Public Finances - at the time of examination the Council should not 
detect any deficit on the part of the member state. The deficit is to 
be if the budget is more than 3 % of gross domestic product or if 
government debt 60% gross domestic product. 

3. Rates a member state must have normal 
fluctuation margins (currently 2.25 provided for by 
of the European Monetary System which is the system keeping the rates in 
a certain margin. This margin now stretches to 15% from top to bottom which is very 
wide but is at still in is that this n will become 
smaller in the future. 

4. Rates observed over a period one year before examination the 
nominal long-term interest rate may not by more than two na"rOlnt 

points that of the three member states who have the best results in terms of price 

These convergence criteria are not, however, a rigid set but more a set 
guidelines within which member states must act in as discipli a manner as 

possible. Maastricht treaty envisions a "punishment" whereby maybe 
to isolate member states who do not follow disciplines. 

Regarding enlargement of European Community as a consequence of the 
Maastricht it is relatively sure that Austria, Sweden and Finland will no,rr.,,,,, 

while the Norwegian is in favour but the majority of 
population isn't. The group requesting membership consists of Cyprus, Malta 
and, Turkey. third group is Republic, the Slovak Republ 
Poland and Hungary. They are very keen to but there is a gap 
politically and economically this group and the current states. 
n _ . ___ ~{ .... L.~: ... :_ ..... ~t....;I:h. ~ .. ; 
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Topics and speakers for the remaining lectures were as follows: 


Towards European Unity. 

Dr. Nayef Abu Khalef. - lecturer of Political Science and specialist in European 

affairs at an-Najah National University in Nablus. 


This lecture was also concerned with the Maastricht and possible future effects 
its ratification could have on the Middle East. 

Western European Policy pre-1970 towards the Arab-Israeli Conflict. 

Dr. Othman Othman - Assistant Professor in the department of political science at 

an-Najah National University in Nablus. 


Arab-European Dialogue and its influence on European-US Relations. 

Dr. Othman Othman. 


The Hidden Agenda of EC Policy toward the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Dr. Othman Othmman. 


The Palestinian Issue in German Middle East Policy. 

Dr. Othman Othman. 


Refugees, the European Community and the Middle East. 

Najah Jarar - Assistant Professor of Sociology at University, Nablus • 
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7. PASSIA D K DIARY 

PASSIA desk diary is an attempt to develop understanding international 
relations as they affect the Palestinian and to historical 
facts, figures, events and in a widely accessible form. 

When PASSIA first conceived of its diary in 1988, it did not the extent 
of the vacuum it helped to fill. Now entering its year, the PASSIA diary has 

an inval source of information on Palestinian affairs, both here and 
abroad and demand for it increases each year. 

Throughout the year PASSIA updates information and adds new 
and documentation as it becomes available. This includes statistical information on the 
West Bank and Gaza and providing a complete directory of institutions both here and 
abroad. 

The importance of the diary is evident from the material it contains. Its 380 
pages contain all the standard attributes of a diary such as a day by day yearly 
planner, calendars for the previous following address note 
important international The first 50 pages, however, contain an alphabetical list 
of Palestinian notables and a directory of Palestinian and institutions in the West 
Bank and Strip which is unavailable anywhere in such a and 
thorough form. Examples of directory listings incl Arab associations and unions, 
all foreign consulates and foreign and local NGO's, 
hotels, ilPalestinian dialogue groups, doctors, hospitals, universities and 
schools. are altogether 27 different group listings which have proved useful to 
all diary users. listings are updated annually and applications from institutions 
wishing to be registered in the directory increase year. 

following eight chapters of diary I different of 
society and the Palestinian question. History, geography, demography and economy 
as well as the Israeli occupation and the PLO are covered concisely and 
objectively with a of statistical illustrations. Also included is a chronology of 
events in the history of Jerusalem and religious significance to the three 
monotheistic faiths. Key names, dates and terms in Islam are listed to serve as an 
explanation for things often having no ish equivalent. The final part of this 
is a chronology of Palestinian history from the 15th century to the present day. 

Documentation in last part the diary is extensive and includes 
67 political documents of relevance to the question. In the most recent diary, 
correspondence, declarations, and resolutions begin with the McMahon-Hussein 
correspondence of 1915-1916 end with the Declaration of Principles of 
September 1 Others include some previously unpublished documents which chart 
the history of which led up to the September 13th signing at 
White House. The final part of the diary contains a collection of eight maps illustrating 
the land of Palestine in various historical stages and showing the development of 
city of Jerusalem. 

The of events means that the PASSIA diary continues to grow each year 
in order to include all the information which will keep it as up to as 



PASSIA receives many invitations to a variety of conferences and seminars 
which are held nationally and internationally. tries to attend as many of these 
as possible what follows is a summary of all those in which PASSIA participated 
during 1993 and a list of those which PASSIA was unable to attend. 

1. 
OA TE:-19th February. 
PlACE:-National Palace 
TOPIC:-"Twenty-Five Years under Israeli Occupation. Status of Health, Education, 
Land and Water in the Syrian Golan Heights." 
ORGANlSER:-"The Arab Association for Development" in with 

Centre for Research and Development." 

Summary. 

Ms. Sawsan Huleileh, at PASSIA this which 
included the presentation of lectures by Izzat Abdul Hadi of The Bisan Centre and Dr. 
Riad Malki Panorama and BirZeit. Four separate papers were by the Arab 
Association Development in both Arabic and English, covering the four subjects 
listed in the title above. This workshop was an attempt to highlight the issue Israeli 
occupation in the Golan Heights and to help close the gap between Palestinians and 
Syrians living under occupation. 

2. 

22nd February. 

Bethlehem University. 

"Confl ict Resol ution. " 

"The Initiative for Peace and Co-operation in the Middle East." 


Summary. 

This seminar was a full day's programme of discussion and 
evaluation by Khamis Ghosheh, administrative assistant at PASSIA. 
were Professor John Murray, Dr. Christopher Moore and Bonnie Pear/ham. "The 
Initiative for Peace and in Middle is a project the for 
Common Ground" founded in 1991 after the Gulf War and before the peace process 
began. It has 34 members from Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Israel, Syria, 
Saudi Turkey and Palestine. The members established four groups dealing with 
different areas including civil society, economic co-operation and security as well as 
conflict resolution. plan to publish a quarterly bulletin on regional r"'-..nno..",t, 

in the Middle East. The programme is designed to plan, develop and co-ordinate a 
series of initiatives that encourage a multi-track approach to the Middle East and 
promote co-operative relationships between Middle people. 
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3. 

February 26th-27th. 

"Tantur Ecumenical " Bethlehem. 

"Political Change and the NCO role." 

"AlVA" The Association of International Voluntary Agencies. 


Summary. 

AlVA is a established forum for discussion on issues confronting 
international NCOs working in the West Bank and Caza. Monthly meetings deal with 
common problems, constraints on INCO work and ways of improving INCO 
contribution to the ian Community. The was intended for AlVA 
members to improve their understanding of the current situation. The two day 

had representatives from various organisations as speakers. The lead 
was Ms. Lena Sundh, for the Permanent Mission to 

United Nations who spoke on the international responsibilities of NCOs and the 
problems faced by them. Ibrahim Daqaq and speakers from Caza Islamic 
University, the Bisan Research and Development Thought Forum 
followed. They covered the INCO relationship to the unique development situation 

the emerging national institutions, promotion of Sectorial Development 
Alternative Development PASSIA organised an team to 

participate in conference consisting of Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Ali Jarbawi, 
Bernard Sabella, Dr. Sa'id Zeedani and Ms. Sawsan Huleileh. The two day conference 
was uded with a roundtable discussion at which PASSIA team 
addressed their separate concerns about the transitional phase and brought together 
all ideas that had surfaced over the two days of the conference. 

Summarised below is the presentation by Mahdi Abdul Hadi. 

Subject: Transitional 

A. Introduction 

Discussion among most political trends and schools of thought in the Occupied 
Territories concerning the current negotiations, starting with Madrid and including the bilateral 
and multilateral talks in Washington, Moscow and that they may the 
beginning of a transitional This phase may in accordance with its timetable, 
an Israeli withdrawal on more than one and a retreat from more one position. It 
might see develop instead a local Palestinian administration or authority. 

It goes without saying that in this phase a new relationship will develop between 
Palestinians inside and outside, and that there will be new arrangements Israel and 
the Territories in the fields of economy, industry, trade, 
This phase will an opportunity for economic and 

themselves from Israeli presence. At same time, the will go 
through internal political "labour which will the process on all fronts. 
Similarly, this will also witness the emergence of a new relationship 
Palestinians inside and the State of Jordan. 
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official Israeli position. The put forward by the Palestinian team, the 
Palestinian Interim Self Government Authority. 

During the past year, the bilateral talks in Washington have sought a common 
denominator between the two documents. Both parties seek to their position, to 
convince the other side of their and also to convey their message to Washington. 
One of the main points of between the parties was the question of elections: 
whether were for a legislative council, the Palestinian demand, for an administrative 
council, the Israeli demand, or for an executive body, the third party's The future 
of the negotiations is still open, and in the international arena, in political and the 
media, are intensive calls for the continuation of negotiations, in order to achieve agreement 

the and to start implementation of the process and arrangements to move 
from a situation of occupation to a transitional phase. 

Israel 
There are two schools of thought in the Israeli political The first calls 

the continuation of the and tactics of the previous Ukud government Thus there 
will more Israeli which will hinder the current negotiations and maintain the 
status quo of occupation and the policies of annexation and transfer. In time, there will no 
longer a Palestine question. Instruments used by this school include settlement policy, 
human rights violations and manipulation of the word . Some from this school 
posit a distinction between political and security settlements, and find excuses for 
the demolWon using missiles of in Gaza. encourage the implementation of an 
"iron fist" policy and mass expulsion of which they will pacify the Israeli right-
wing and co-opt the opposition aiming at the continuation of the Labour party in government. 
On the question of democracy, this group is still undecided about whether to have 
administrative or Municipal elections now, along the lines of elections to Chambers of 
Commerce and professional At the same time, they want to use the question of 
elections in the media to confusion and embarrasment to the Palestinian 
team, the divisions among Palestinians. 

The second school of thought in the Israeli government calls for activating and 
institutionalising the relationship with the Palestinian negotiating team in its capacity as the 
official political address Palestinians in the Occupied Territories. They want to put 
pressure on the Palestinian in to confuse and preoccupy them with a wave 
ofmeetings and Israeli officials and semi-officials They 
claim that this is a step on the to official recognition of the PLO. In reality, it seeks to 
drown the PLO in a sea of marginal positions and ideas without any real change. 

This grouping is not opposed to relations with and funding of the Palestinian 
political through the various channels: the negotiating team, the Technical and 
Consultative the specialised Councils, unions, other 
institutions and those in the process of 

This position wants the new administration in Washington to continue its moral and 
financial support to Israel, to endorse Israeli plans for autonomy, and to implement it as a 
reality with marginal changes in faces and names in the process. Thus the negotiating team 
and the PLO will find themselves implementing this autonomy and the present negotiations 
will a matter of and acknowledgement of this fait accompli. 
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In short, Yitzhak Rabin's political school is committed to major positions which 
Likud agreed upon at the beginning of the negotiations, including implementing mere 
autonomy. 

Palestinians Inside 

There are four political of thought among Palestinians in the Occupied 
Palestinian Territories. 

The first calls for using current peace negotiations as a political means to establish 
Palestinian national authority. They stress the link between the Palestinian negotiating team 
and the leadership in Tunis. They see their constituency through the specialised Higher 
Councils for education, housing, industry, and, in future, health, agriculture and other areas. 
These will be by technical and consultative and by Palestinian 

and to become the basis of the national 

Today, political and financial support for this approach comes from the leadership in 
Tunis, with occaisional reluctance, and it has the blessing of Washington, financial support 
from and no direct Israeli official interference. This trend that within two or 

will able to use infrastructure as the basis of national transitional 
a fact imposing its presence, if not its upon the in the 

Palestinian arena. 

Confronted with this reality, Israel will have the option either to normalise its relations 
with it, the Americans and (perhaps) Arab states, or to challenge it, attempting 
to or personnel, or to obstacles in its path to progress. 

second trend calls for withdrawal from the current negotiations. Its alternative is 
to stress international legitimacy, domestically and internationally. However, it lacks a plan 
that its leaders can agree upon or can put to the wider national movement for agreement. This 
trend, despite its genuine nationalist has neither a programme nor the 
means available to other to or to face international political 

with concern and developments among the major political 
trends, fearing that will find themselves left outside the processes and structures for 
establishment of the transitional authority. 

The third trend demands the option ofmilitary confrontation with and 
for use this to maintain Israel. This will lead the Israeli leadership 

either to escalate the confrontation, in which Palestinians and Israelis suffer further 
and loss, or to deepen the divisions in both Palestinian and Israeli camps, which might in turn 
bring about different positions and decisions and will surely abort the current talks. 

From among three Palestinian trends, a fourth is although it is still in 
the early stages of national discussion. It is an attempt at a new formula to unite the left and 
to recruit from other trends. It takes into recent regional and 
international changes and the among various and proposes for 
discussion the question of peace as a Palestinian strategy and the political negotiations as the 
way to reach the national goal of the independent State. 

This fourth position direct participation in the following: 
the specialised Higher Councils, Technical and Consultative Committees, training 

and dialogue with all including Israelis. They want to use their public 



Aside from these four schools thought there are three major social forces which are 
lacking mobilisation, and not putting their behind any of the above schools. 

a. 	 women are disorganised, lacking administrative and professional cadres, 
in a state of struggle between older and younger generations, and receiving no 
assistance or substantial support from men political activists. The question of 
in the intifada is still on table 

b. 	 Students are involved in struggle within institutions, divided DP1'Wf'pn 
with no united voice. They are still a for Israeli represssion 

and brutality, but are absent as a force in the political "street". 

c. 	 Labour, represented in various unions and institutions, still lacks professional 
It is confronted with the to absorbed into 

market in the of development plans to create employment. 

There is no objective information on the balance of political opinion among 
groups. Nor is there any electoral process which would reveal the political of the 
population as a whole. 

1. The 415 Expelled Palestinians 
It was said in early January 1993 that one of aims is to weaken the PLO in 

Tunis, to cripple Palestinian to uproot fundamentalists from the 
Palestinian Territories and make them the new threat to the peace and to the 
moderates. It could said that Israel in two of its aims but failed in the third. 
Because there is a consensus that all trends and factions are part of one family, the expulsions 
reinforced the reality of the unity of the people, but the events gave the upper hand to the 
pOSition of the at the expense of that of the delegation. There have been several 

rr"'J-nntc to the issue of the with no success, It is still a major obstacle 
to the talks in Washington. of the outcome, the events the 
Islamic leadership to the position of a partner with the PLO in Palestinian 

2. PlO Decisionmaking 
Since Madrid, with the development of relations inside and outside, there 

been a demand to institutionalise and to in Palestinian 
Territories and factions have opted to create an 

leadership and demand that Tunis their position. It has been a nightmare for Tunis to 
see this happen. At same time, that there is no united decision-making body in Tunis itself 
is stifl a matter criticism and dismay for those inside and outside. 

3. The Question of Jerusalem 
It has been a humiliating painful condition of the peace to put the 

of Jerusalem aside during the first stage. There has been no Palestinian on that 
However, the current circumstances are as follows: 

a. 	 Israel "allowing" Palestinian groups to handle education, health, insurance, 
and, municipal affairs in the East the city; 

b. 	 No Palestinian mobilisation to create groups or national bodies to carry out the 
responsibilities, to face the Israeli or to on proposals; 

c. 	 Israeli policy towards the Jerusalem area, to the cutting off 
to the inability the West Bank and Gaza Strip to function as a unit, with 
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as its capital. 
d. 	 Issues of internationalisation, an open city or partition are far from the current reality 

of a quickening trend towards a unified Jewish city. 

4. Finance 
Until recently, the Occupied Territories on outside financial support, from 

Palestinians in the Gulfand other Arab states, which was cut after the Gulf crisis. This severely 
affected the PLO, and, obviously, Palestinians inside. New sources of finance are Europe and 
the US. In both cases, funds require institutions to implement the proposals. This strengthens 
some political trends at the expense of others, encourages individuals and groups to set up 
new institutions to wasting of resources, and the interference of donors in 
current political situation and the during and after the transitional 

1. The Syrian Position 
Since the early days of Madrid, the Palestinian fear is to see normalisation nAjC\AI,>",n 

Israel and Arab states before progress on the Palestinian-Israeli There has 
been a building of public in the Israeli and Syrian media towards an 

and "reliable rumours" in Europe about such a probable During recent 
events, Damascus's position been ambiguous: should they back fully the Palestinian 
demands vis-a-vis Israel, or continue on the two £racks regardless of progress or retreat on the 
Palestinian track. Damascus's position considers seriously the new global balance of power 
and the new administration in Washington, the weak and divided Arab world, and its 
historically unstable relations with the PLO. 

2. The Jordanian Position 
It has been said clearly in Amman that the future relationship of confederation 

between Jordan and Palestinians is either too late or too early, meaning they are not keen 
to go ahead with plans in that direction. 

Following the influx of Palestinians from the Gulf to Jordan, the strengthening of 
fundamentalist trends, the weakening of the PLO after the Gulf and the emergence of 
a moderate leadership in the Occupied Amman has become more clear 
in this position. Jordan supported and widely a supporting 
it: it found that over 56 % of those interviewed did not favour a confederation with the 
Palestinians. An element of crisis can be seen in the continuing delay in putting forward for 
discussion issues both of future Jordanian-Palestinian relationship and ofpractical steps for the 
transitional phase. 

3. The New Administration in Washington 
It has been said formally that the US Democrats favour the Israeli Labour They 

have had talks, approaching an understanding on Middle East conflict, thus: 
a. Washington and Tel Aviv reach a deal on the 
b. no in Washington's financial support to 
c. Washington encourages an agreement with of the consequences for 

Palestinians; 
d. 	 no change in Washington's position on the PLO, but it encourages the emergence of 

moderates as the political address for Palestinians in the Occupied Territories; 
e. 	 US guarantees, through its veto power, that Israel will not face harsh censure from the 

UN Security Council. 
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body and legitimisation of its national authority; 
3. 	 Institutionalisation of the relationship between inside and outside in terms of PLO 

institutions; one body with and outside; 
4. 	 Legislative and administrative functions for the Occupied Territories must be based 

in jerusalem; 
5. 	 Efforts to link interim and final phases of negotiations, on both bilateral and 

multilateral tracks, in terms of the relationship between the Palestinians and Jordan. 

1. 	 Enforce a freeze on Israeli housing and highway construction and land 
confiscation in all of the Occupied Palestinian particularly the greater 
jerusalem area; 

2. 	 In the light of worsening human rights violations, implement international protection 
for Palestinians under occupation, including stronger UN, US and European 
intervention; 

3. 	 Upgrade the political status of the Palestinians through: 
a. resumption of dialogue Washington and the PLO in 

b. dealing with the 	 negotiating team based in on an 
basis to other 

4. 	 Increase support for Palestinian socio-economic development to a level in proportion 
to that to Israel, and with particular attention to the problems of the Gaza Strip; 

5. 	 Include the question of Jerusalem and jerusalem Palestinians in the coming rounds of 
bilateral and multilateral talks; 

6. 	 Include the Palestinian negotiating team in multilateral talks on Disarmament and 
Security; 

7. 	 Ensure support and protection for the electoral process for a national 
legislative council, as a step towards legitimation of the national authority in the 
transitional phase. 

4. 

5th May. 

Notre Dame lecture Hall. 

Symposium on the Peace Process. "Autonomy: An Essential or a 

The Harry S. Truman Research Institute for the Advancement of Peace. 


Summary. 
one day conference was divided into the three parts. 

I was Security Regime and the Issues" 
for this session were Joseph Alpher and Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi. In Session II "IJ'~Q""\C 
were Naomi Chazan and Jonathan Khuttab and the topic was Issue of the Source 

Authority" Session "' on "The Nature the Linkage between Interim Arrangements 
and the Permanent Solution" was by Sari Nusseibeh and Moshe Ma'oz. All 
presentations ensuing were published by the Truman Institute. 
What follows is a summary of Dr. Abdul Hadi's presentation: 

I have a few points as an introduction to the issue. These are neither a response to 
Mr. nor are they aimed at confirming or what he said. I basically agree that 
there are a lack of on the question security among Palestinians in the Occupied 
Palestinian Territory. And, of course, I'm one of the people trying to start learning about 
what's there. I'm not a specialist. I'm not an expert. I'm a simple academic working on 
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diHerent issues. I've to talk 
vis-a-vis such as security. I Voss; Alpher's and hard work on 
for he is a specialist. But this does not necessarily mean that we Palestinians should accept 
Israeli dictats or patronising about what is or is not on this agenda, what we should accept, 
what we shouldn't accept, what the priorities are. Alpher has his agenda and we have ours. 
We are individuals or a but let's put it this way: we are not here on an 
agenda, as others are already negotiating it. 

What we are here for, I think, is to explore and expose some elements of the issue 
and as I see it we have two schools of thought on the process of negotiating. Some people say 
that we are already in the transitional period. Some people say that it is not yet here but will 
start immediately once there is agreement in principle, once we the timetable and the 
framework for the transfer of authority, and we start implementing it. I'm one of who 
believe that we are already in transition period, it has since Madrid. 

My reading of the situation is as follows: We have a delegation negotiating with a 
mandate from Tunis from legitimate historical of the There is 
consensus that this delegation is negotiating on behalf of the Palestinian people to end the 

occupation, to bring the Palestinians to exercise national authority in transitional 
phase on their own soil, national soil, leading to an independent Palestinian state. 

In this context, we have been functioning smoothly in establishing higher councils in 
such fields as education, health, transport, and the economy. And these higher councils are 
functioning with the endorsement of the leadership. They are already signing contracts and 

funds from the Community and they are already implementing projects on 
the ground without any Israeli interference. 

The only two things missing from these higher councils is firstly to establish a higher 
Palestinian council for public order and safety and then to recognise their independent 
authority. This does not yet exist for several reasons, but I don't think that Palestinian history 
lacks of plans or apparatus This does exist. It has always been 
there. Our history does not with not begin with the current peace 

been several plans and attempts to set up for this kind 
between Palestinians and Israelis is not in the content of the 

on approach to it. J don't see a Palestinian national body exercising its authority on a 
certain border without certain security, security not limited to the question of a police force 
but a complete security apparatus, beginning with intelligence, a national guard, a police 

municipal police - i.e. with everything, the whole apparatus. Are we to ask for 
permission to establish this Are we to be seen as with our 

in order to establish our national I don't see that 

What I do see are some major obstacles in moving from this gap to the reality. If we 
accept that the Israelis are already negotiating with our leadership, with those who can 
deliver, they can put the question of security on the agenda, under the sun, in front of 
everybody. And it must be put there clearly. Can the Palestinians maintain law and order and 
safety for all during this transitional period, whether it is three years or five years? I think the 

are willing to go through such if is not interference from Israel, i.e. 
if the training education of the Palestinians are not carried out in Israel. There have 
attempts to accomplish this in Jordan and in Egypt, there will be future AlI'~fTJ,'" 

in France - and there is already Force 17. In other words, there is already a Palestinian 
security system existing capable of governing and delivering. Why not bring it in to do the 
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principle that the negotiations are leading to autonomy, say, from the Israeli perspective, self
rule from the American perspective and to self-government - a national government 
its authority in a process to establish an independent Palestinian state - from the Palestinian 

there should be a recognised border accepted by both parties where this national 
body is to exercise its authority. This authority has to be on the ground, 
which means as I see it, the West Bank, the Gaza Strip and East Jerusalem. Of course some 
people say it is difficult to discuss the details of the problem of Jerusalem now ... but 
Jerusalem is the heart of the problem. It is our capital. It is part of the Occupied Territory. It 
is the problem, but we have to address it eventually and it has to be kept on the agenda no 
matter what There has been a lot of attention paid in the Israeli media to a and 
there have several recent attempts by settlers and others to exploit the problem. The 
problem is not the police force as such. The problem is whether you are willing to withdraw, 
to accept us as independent next-door neighbours, whether, just as you will accept our 
running of our health, transport, commerce, and everything you are willing 
to see us maintaining internal and security. For there is no doubt that external 
security, even when we try to begin dealing with it, means collective security for the whole 
region. This means including Amman, Damascus, Beirut, Tel Aviv, and Palestinian 
in the collective security system. 

In to maintain the credibility of both the negotiators and the Palestinian 
while ending the occupation, and establishing a recognised and accepted national Paleastinian 
authority, we must link the political and processes. They cannot be You 
cannot have an elected national legislative body without an executive branch to implement 
its decisions, without a security apparatus to link its executive decisions. You need both at the 
same time. 

I should not, perhaps, repeat myself in remarking that it is high time for our 
colleagues, the the experts and the professionals in the Israeli house to stop 

what Palestinians should and should not do, what the priorities are and are not. But 
it is high time that Israelis and the Palestinian As 
far as I see it today, this agenda includes some sort of acknowledgement that we have been 
crushed, humiliated and governed by others for all these decades. It is time for us to breathe 
freedom and independence, to govern ourselves in our own way - and this must begin now. 

One way to start is to dose the gap Israeli leadership in Tel Aviv and the 
PLO leadership in Tunis. If you have already PLO and into the 
delegation, and governing the why not talking directly to the PLO 
in Tunis? You them as the who will govern the future 
of security for Palestinians. They are the people who can deliver. Local leadership in the 
Occupied Palestinian Territory is not in a position to deliver. 

On the of the I think there are three scenarios. One scenario says 
that the transitional phase will see them under Israeli control with Israeli security, and with 
absolutely no Palestinian security interference whatsoever. But you'll be fooling yourself if you 
think this will work. It is not your land to or govern ... but we are not here today to talk 
about sovereignty or authority. In another scenario, the settlers will be dealt with as in the 
case of Palestinians and the Lebanese government. We have camps in Lebanon, and 
there have been guns, weapons and everything in these refugee camps. The agreement 
between the PLO and the Lebanese government was not to use these guns or arms or 
whatever the borders of the refugee camps, and that neither the Lebanese government 
nor any Lebanese citizen would interfere with the security within these camps. This was 
between the Palestinians and the Lebanese government. If we now consider, hypothetically 

the settlers as or in a future independent Palestinian state, the 
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settlers could enjoy a similar arrangement in the transitional phase, which would give them 
time to consider whether or not they wish to continue living there. 

The third scenario is one in which the settlements are accepted as Israeli military 
installations during the transitional phase and once occupation they end with it. 

There may even additional but in order to have any and 
acceptable scenario for transitional you must first accept that this is the land of the 
intifada. This is the land of future Palestine. Thus, whoever lives in this territory must abide 
by Palestinian law, as any Palestinian who would like to live in Israel must abide by Israeli 
law. As you treat my people, f treat your people. But we cannot apply Israeli law in 
Palestinian territory. Otherwise there would be no national authority and no Palestinian 

apparatus. It would not exist. You don't want to see the Palestinians who have been 
resisting occupation still struggling to end it After years of steadfastness waiting 
for a solution to come from the outside, and trying for the past years to the status 
quo and build a new society under the banner of the you cannot expect the 
Palestinians to become new collaborators, to maintain status quo of your security, 
to feed your confidence because you need to be 700% sure that you will be safe during the 
transitional phase. You cannot expect them to be as your employees. This cannot and should 
not be. 

On the question of opposition, I don't think the only opposition comes from the 
settlers. We have opposition too. It is not Hamas or the Islamic Jihad. There are Palestinian 
nationalists who also oppose the current negotiations. What we are talking about in 
negotiations is 25% of all the land of Palestine. We are talking about another amendment in 
the borders. We are talking about more settlers. At the time of Camp David there were about 
11,000 Now we have 110,000. We didn't accept them then. Why should we accept 
them now? So opposition does exist. But opposition cannot stop the process if there is a 
committed leadership who can control and deliver. 

Look what is now going on in Gaza. There is a dispute between factions. Who governs 
Gaza? It is the PLO. There is no doubt of that. There must be confidence and assurance in a 
leadership that can deliver and govern, especially during the transitional phase when we are 
trying to build this national consensus. We are everybody inside and outside to commit 
themselves to peaceful settlement. Of course, you have the need for and security. There 
is the same need for the Palestinians. We need that once you withdraw you will 
not re-occupy us if there are clashes between the settlers and our apparatus - whether 
it is the police force or the National Guard. Guarantees during the transitional 

should be the presence of the UN force, along the and a new 
redeployment of forces where there are clashes. And, I am one those who is willing 
to continue this problem for one simple reason: we need more and more talk 
about this question because we need to build confidence in hearts and minds that 
we are for co-existence. We are a new era. What we are talking about today, we 
didn't talk about at Camp David. We couldn't talk about it in the thirties, in the forties, in the 
fifties, or in the seventies. We are both different peoples. We are in an entirely different era. 
We are more of other. And if we want to build a together, we have 
to begin co-operating. And we cannot without respect, acceptance and 

work  not as collaborators. We are not partners and we are still Israeli 
Military occupation must end now. 
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Diamond Jubilee Celebrations. 

Summary. 
This was held to celebrate the passing of 75 years since the of 

an-Najah University in Nablus. ceremony took place at the University campus 
and Mr. Khamis Ghosheh, administrator at PASSIA, the ceremony. 

6. 

24th-28th May. 

Birleit University. 

"Mid level Management." 

US Team Speakers: Tom David, jack Vincent, Sonny Smith. 


Summary. 

This was attended by the of PASSIA, Mr. 
Khamis Ghosheh. The lectures, discussions and exercises took the form of an intensive 
course in management skills. Topics covered in the course were the development of 
individual and administrative skills, methods, responsibility, efficiency and 
communication. The importance of communication when dealing with human 
resources was a topic as was leadership and its qual motivation success. 

7. 

23rd- 24th June. 

Birleit University. 

"The Preservation of Palestinian " 

National Campaign for the Preservation of Antiquities and Cultural Heritage. 


Summary. 

This covered the meaning and importance of both materia! 
spiritual Palestinian heritage and was attended by Mr. Khamis Ghosheh, assistant 
administrator of PASSIA. Dr. Hamdan the astonishing of 
antiquities and said that until now Palestinians seemed only to have been concerned 
with spiritual rather than material heritage. Many locations have been stolen since '67 
but as Kamal Abdul Fatah there are still more than 4,000 in the West 
Bank alone which must be protected to escape the destruction which has taken place 
at 11,000 other Arab is a disaster for historical research. Other 
topics covered at this conference were the renovation and restoration of antiquities 
and sites. Some specific examples given were AI-Aqsa Mosque, Jifna and Hebron. The 
importance of tourism both now and in the future was discussed at length, particularly 
the interconnection between tourism and archaeology. The urgent need for Palestinian 
museums, and the currently being taken to establish these was the topic for the 
final Speakers included Abdul Aratouf Bargouti, Fatime Hamad, Dr. 
Mohammed Ma'en Sadakh and Mr. Ali 
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8. 

June 25th -27th. 

The Palestinian National Theatre & the National Palace Hotel. 

25th Annual Convention of the United Holy land fund. 


Summary. 
The United Holy land Fund was founded in 1968 in the United States. In 

1992-1993 it supported more than 100 organisations in the Occupied Territories and 
Palestinian Refugee Camps inside and outside occupied Palestine. conference, 
attended by Mr. Khamis Ghosheh of PASSIA, began with a seminar on Jerusalem led 
by various religious in Jerusalem. Seminars on economy, politics, education 
and culture were presented by university professors and councillors. Seminars on 
health and were overseen by councillors and other 
professionals working on the ground, particularly in Gaza. Recommendations for 
improvement were made and stated in a press which concluded the three 

of 

9. 

5th-9th July. 

BirZeit and an-Najah Universities. 

"Palestine, the Arab World and the Emerging International System: Values Culture 

and Politics." 

The Association of Arab-American University Graduates. 


Summary. 

This conference was attended by professors, university lecturers, research 
fellows and other specialists from Europe as well as from the US and here. The total 
number of participants was 57 excluding of Birzeit the MUG. Two 
members of PASSIA attended this conference, Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi and Dr. Hisham 
Ahmed. Edward Said and Lord Gilmour opened the conference with speeches on 
"Critical Regional Perspectives on the International System". Over the five 
days of the conference there were ten different panels, each composed of six experts 
on a topic that each panel had chosen. were as follows: 

Replacing/Reshaping the old system: Confl in Public and Foreign Policy 
Formation; Cultural Hegemony in a Changing World; Palestine, Israel and the Arab 
Israeli Conflict; Ethnicity, Security and Hegemony; Political Disorders in a Troubled 
Arab System; Feminist on Future of Palestinian Society; Ethics 
and Politics in American Dominance; Integrating/Marginalizing Palestine and 
Palestinians; Political Economy and Development: Palestinian Israeli Dependency or 
Interdependency; Peace and the lemmas of Statebuilding. 

10. 

2nd-5th September. 

BirZeit University & Haj Rashid Shawa Cultural Centre, City. 

The first Palestinian Conference on Democracy: 

tt • • n 



worldwide and was attended by Valerie Grove of PASSIA. Following a theoretical 
overview given by Dr. Zeedani of and Professor Kevin Boyle of Essex 
University, England, speaker discussed the "model" of as applied in 
or to their own countries. Where applicable, similarities were drawn with the situation 
in the OPT. were (Freimat Duve MP, SPD); Russia 
(Professor Vasily Istratov, Dean of Moscow State University); Canada (Professor Jim 
Graph, Toronto University); South Africa (Dullah University of Western Cape; 
Director Community Law Centre); Nicaragua (Dr. Alejandro Bendana, History 
Professor and Director Centre of International studies); Cuba (Raul Valdez Vivo, 
Director, Party Cadre School); and Chile (Eduardo Abed Rabo, Head of Youth section, 
Chilean CDP). Each speaker answered questions from the audience. The followi two 
days were devoted to workshops covering democracy as relating to Women, Religion, 
Family and the PLO. The political future and the task of defining nian 
democracy was part of a workshop which included Professor Ibrahim Abu Lughod, 
Dr. Nusseibeh and Dr. Riad Malki. Keynote were by Dr. Udo 
Steinbach of the Deutsches Orient Institut and Asma Khader Head of the Womens 
Union in Jordan. The final day included workshops on Development, Human Rights 
and Democracy. The keynote was Dullah and the conference 
concluded with a tour of the Gaza Strip. 

11. 

13th September. 

Notre Dame Jerusalem 

!lGAZA-JERICHO fiRST" 

Implications and Ramifications. (Seminar) 

liThe Israel/Palestine Center for Research and Information (I.P.C.R.I.)" 

Co-sponsored by the friedrich Naumann foundation. 


Summary. 

The seminar attended by Valerie Grove of PASSIA, began with an introduction 
from International Director of I.P.C.R.I., Mr. Gershon Baskin and Chairman Mr. Hanna 
Siniora. Both on the importance of historic juncture at which the 
region finds itself today but also warned of opposition to the agreement from both 
Palestinians and Israelis. Hanna Siniora said that the problem of jerusalem remained 
a stumbling block to the future of the agreement. first two were Dr. 
Samir Abdallah and Professor Shlomo Ben Ami who both waxed lyrical about the 
glowing prospects for co-operation between Palestinians and Israelis. 
Professor Ben Ami said that Israel would take pains not to take advantage of the 
weaker position of a growing Palestinian economy. Dr. Abdallah the 

co-operation especially in areas such as tourism, water and transport. The 
nature of economic co-operation as the only true path towards peace was but 
any optimism fostered by was nullified by the following who talked on 
the issue of security. Dr. Mark Heller began by addressing the major problem of 
knowing very little about the contents of the although it was evident that 
the bulk of content concerned economy with very little mention of security. He 
said that firmly bel that Palestinian motivation for security violation would 
drop dramatically after this but a major problem in his mind was that the 
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economy would become a security issue. In other words, lack of success on the 
economic front and subsequent disillusionment/frustration with the economic process 
could lead to security problems. Dr. Shikaki talked specifically about Gaza and Gazan 
settlements which he said should dismantled to the themselves and 
to avoid unnecessary provocation. The main security threat to the Palestinians is re-
occupation and if they fail the of policing themselves then re-occupation is a 
possibility. that is the main problem as the social and economic 
devastation brought about by the occupation and subsequent political sensibilities are 
almost impossible to overcome. Furthermore, even if there is some form recovery 
in issues like water (all sources of which will be saline within five years) will 
cause continual problems. Both speakers also mentioned the loss of capability and 
control by Israelis as withdrawal is which could be another area of volati 
It was concluded that it is baSically security issues which can overturn the whole 
agreement. final speaker was Radwan Abu Ayyash who talked about the necessity 

three years of intensive re-education as the only point for peace and co
operation. He said that there was not any tension about the agreement and that most 
people were optimistic which was a good starting point the that lay 

12. 

22nd September 1993 

Orient House, Jerusalem. 

"Royal College of Defence Studies, Middle East Tour 1993 11 


Consulate of the United Kingdom, Jerusalem. 


Summary. 

This meeting was attended by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Dr. Tamer Essawi and 
a group from the Royal Col of which a team of military 
planners, srategists and officials from various countries on an annual tour. The group 
consisted of Major J.S. Royal Navy; Brigadier M.L. Wildman, British 

Commander Gopalachari, Indian Navy; Brigadier Keating, Australian Army; Mr. 
K. Masuda, Japanese Defence Agency; Captain McHugh, Royal Navy; Colonel 
C.H. Patrum, United Air Force; Colonel J. Prochyra, Slovak Army; Mrs. J.B. 
Royle, British Ministry of Defence; Air Commander c.J. Sharples, Royal Air 
Wing Commander M.P. Royal Air Force. Also in attendance was His 
Excellency David Maclellan, British Consul in 

Internal and external security issues were discussed with issue of Israeli 
OrYl'''''''''t<' being as a major obstacle to maintenance of law and order in 

the transitional phase, The development of political systems and the necessity for 
training and education was noted and the possibility of exchange visits for training 
Palestinians considered. 

13. 

6th-9th November. 

The Hebrew University of jerusalem. 

"Relations between Europe and the Middle East" 

The Hebrew University, The Ministry for foreign Affairs & The International Support 
.. . U~I...__••.• '-!., .. '. 



-
were Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Dr. Khalil Shikaki, jad Isaaq and Ur. HISham Anmeo. 
This conference was divided into four sessions over a two day period, event of the 
first day was an introductory dinner hosted by Shimon A Palestinian Academic 
team of four the conference with one member speaking per 
session. The first was on the subject of "Autonomy, it's Meaning Evolution: The 
European, Israeli and Palestinipn viewpoints." The speaker from the Palestinian team 
was Dr. Hisham Ahmed from PASSIA and of this session was Uffe Elleman
Jensen, Danish Foreign minister and chairman of the Liberal Party. Other speakers 
included Ephraim Kleiman of Israel representatives from Germany and 
Belgium. The afternoon session was "The Permanent Peace Settlement". Mustapha 
Khalil, former Prime Minister of Egypt and current Deputy Chairman of the ruling 
party, was the for this session the Palestinian speaker was Mahdi Abdul 
Hadi of PASSIA. Other speakers included Shlomo Avineri, Yossi David Ki 
and Moshe Ma'oz from Israel and speakers from the UK, Italy, and Russia. On 
November 8th first was "Regional Co-operation: Economic, Water and 
Environmental issues". The Palestinian speaker was Jad Isaaq, Associate Professor of 
Ufe at Bethlehem University, and the was Valdo Spini, Minister of the 
environment for the Italian Socialist Party. Others represented in this panel were 
Israel, UK, Luxembourg and the European Community. The fourth and final session 
dealt with "Security Arrangements in the Middle was by Bruno 
Frappat of France, editor of le Monde and member of the French Foundation Board 
of Directors and the Palestinian speaker was Dr. Khalil Shikaki, Professor at an-Najah 
University Director the Centre for Palestinian and There were 
three speakers for Israel and one for Greece, Ireland, Italy and France respectively. 

14. 

18th November. 

The National Palace Hotel, Jerusalem. 

"Islam and Human Rights" 

Palestinian School of law - Human Rights Center, jerusalem. 


Summary. 

This one day conference was divided into three separate The first 
session came under the general heading of Human Rights and Sharia Law on which 
Sheikh Hayyan Idrisi Mousa spoke on Rights under International 
Law and representatives of AI Haq on the Implementation of Human Rights in the 
Occupied concluded with a lecture from Hussein Darwish on 

and Human Rights. 

two with Nabi on Legal Political 
Freedom and Criminal Law while the Protection of Legal Rights and Guarantees was 
covered by Dr. Ali Hishan. Sheikh Ikrima Sabri then spoke of Legal Rights and 
Political Islam and the lecture, given by Dr. Shafiq Ayyash 
was, again on the subject of Islam and Legal Rights. 

The third session was on Islam and its relationship to the West. Summarised 
below is the presentation given by Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi: 
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Dr. Abdul Hadi saying how the historical evolution of Islam could be 
charted in the following 

a) From Prophet Mohammed in the seventh century and subsequent growth to the 
eleventh century. 

b) From the Crusades in the eleventh century to the fjfteenth with focus on 
Islamic in Andalusia. 

c) Between World Wars One and Two; and 
d) During the Cold War and up to the time of the Gulf War in the 1990s. 

He went on to say that it is best that these evolutionary be left to scholars, 
historians and orientalists to discuss for the focus of this particular event is on current 

between Islam and the West. 

Twenty years ago Islamists and Islamic Fundamentalism were not visible on the 
European political map although it is fair to say that during the Cold War, thanks to their 
access to large sections of via social activities and mosques, /slamists and, in part, the 
forums and of the Muslim Brotherhood, were used as tools in the hands of various 

to oppose or counter what was seen as the Communist 

Over the last fifteen years the following ten events and ten personalities have brought 
much more attention to Islam and its base in the Arab World. (It is important to connect 
events and personalities in order to illustrate the attitude of the West towards Islam 
today); 

1. 	 The fall of the one of the and most of the countries in the 
Iran, whose was by the Islamists. 

2. 	 The assassination of the President ofanother strong and pro-American regime, Anwar 
Sadat in Egypt. 

3. 	 The Islamist takeover of Sudan, one of the largest Arab countries. 
4. 	 The growth in social, political and economic strength of the Islamists in Jordan. 
5. Islamic Movement 	 the regime in Algiers. 
6. 	 in the Shi'ite and their struggle Israel in south 
7. 	 The massacre of 30,000 Islamists in Ham'a, by the Syrian regime. 
B. 	 Takeover in Afghanistan by the Islamic Movement and subsequent threats to the 

newly independent republic in Tajikistan. 
9. 	 Islamisf attacks and killing of police several on high ranking 

officials and tourists in Egypt 
10. 	 Islamic manoeuvres in Saudi Arabia resulting in the King declaring a royal decree for 

democratic changes and the appointment of a council. 

The following is a of ten men who have brought attention in the West. 

1. 	 Fathi Shikaki - Islamic Jihad member who was deported from the Occupied Gaza Strip 
and went on to become head of jihad with its headquarters in south Lebanon. 

2. 	 Sheikh Assad Tamimi Islamic Jihad, Beit Maqdes, Jordan. 
3. 	 Mohammed Abdul Rahman Sharifa - Muslim Brotherhood in Jordan. 
4. 	 Sheikh Ahmad Hussein Fadlala - Hizbullah, south Lebanon. 
5. 	 Abbas Mousawi Political Leader of Hizbullah in Lebanon who was 

assassinated by Israel Forces in 92. 
1"_1 .... -1 AA"""t... ..... ..-~""'ri Qr.L- ... ,. l-l.,£"irn _ It.:>=ar/pr il" 



9. Iranian President Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani. 
10. Ahmad Yassin - Spiritual Leader of Hamas in currently in in 

Israel. 

The West today only reads about and hears of the activities of such men. A 
combination of the two factors outlined above is how Islam is seen by the Western world 
today. It is worth mentioning the case of Dr. Abdallah Azam who was an activist in 

in Occupied Territory. He was to Jordan where he tried to run for higher 
office in the Muslim Brotherhood advocating a new approach but was by the old 
guard who had maintained their seat of power since the 50s. He was recruited by 
foreign agents and sent to Afghanistan where succeeded in forming and arming the 
International Muslim Brigade before he was assassinated in a car bomb. His followers became 

new mercenaries for special missions. were recruited to the Russian invasion 
Afghanistan and used by the in and Egypt to counter attacks 

by radical Islamic groups. This function has continued to the present day. 

It is also worth mentioning some countries and their politics and practices which 
the relationship between Islam and the West. Turkey for example has been a member 

of NATO since 1952 and before the end of the War had a role as a 
curtain from Soviet Union and as an economic and military for Europe and 
the United States. The Turkey of today with its particular demography serves 
a dual role: 

1. To the new independent Islamic Republics in former Soviet Union to provide a market 
and 

2. To our where Turkey is involved in the question of water, borders with Syria 
Iraq, the Kurdish question and the alliance with Israel. The question of arms capabilities and 
prospects for control is another dimension which should be considered. 

15. 

December 7th 1993. 

Orient House jerusalem. 

"Security Arrangements." 

Meeting with Mrs. Elizabeth Rehn-Minister of Defence, Finland. 


Summary. 

meeting was attended by Mr. Faisal Dr. Ashrawi, 
Khalil Shikaki and Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi. The main discussion centred on the 
Declaration of Principles and the inequality the relationship between Israel and 

as specified therein. months having nothing has 
changed on the ground and no part of the DOP has, as yet, been incorporated into 
Israeli policy. Arafat and Rabin understand the contradictions they were not 
the only contributors to the DOP of the diversity of political opinion in 
their communities. The problem of security was raised as was Israel's 
intransigence on insisting that external security is their complete control. This 
incl continued military in the OPT and total command over nr",,,,,,,,,c 

possible use and operation of the Rafah and bridge crossings were discussed. 
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Internal security including the role of the Palestinian 
and settlements, in relation to the Israeli police in its in 

the decisions of the Palestine National Authority, was discussed at length. It could act 
as a protection from i interference, protect civilians, maintain order and prevent 
attacks from extreme settler On the status of settlements their 
there were many to made; whether they would military 
installations, be policed by the IDF or become de-militarised civilian zones. 
Withdrawal and/or re-deployment of Israeli was another matter raised. 

ng cond uded with a on status of Jerusalem. 

16. 

December 9th 1993. 

Orient House, Jerusalem. 

"The Three Monotheistic Faiths." 

Meeting with the inter-religious delegation to the Middle East. 


Summary. 
Twenty-seven members of and Jewish movements 

in the United toured the Middle and met senior officials in Jerusalem, 
Amman, Damascus and Cairo. On the 8th December they met with Israeli officials 
from the and on the 9th with Ikrima Sabri and Dr. Mahdi Abdul 

. Dr. Abdul Hadi emphasised that this date was the anniversary of the intifada 
and that this had been the first chapter in the Palestinian resistance that led up to the 
current political mutual recognition and work towards liation and 
co-existence. was also made that Palestine is part of the Arab world and its 
Islamic roots are very and that no social or political trend should be 

The importance of as one method to bri ng the 
and opinions of the three monotheistic faiths together was noted, and 

its role in i ng understanding, acceptance and co-operation. Dr. Abdul Hadi also 
noted the of as a political address and Palestinian intentions 
and to see it as a future of a national authority. He 
further contacts to made through this address on all matters and said that despite 
the of current political processes there were high expectations a 
comprehensive political settlement. 

17. 

December 17th 1993. 

liThe Palestinian-Israeli Declaration of Principles: Current and Future Prospects." 

BirZeit University. 


Summary. 

The first session at this one day conference was on the "Nature and 

Significance of the Accord" was chai by Isiah Jad and addressed by Dr. 

Ibrahim Abu Lughod, Ali larbawi, Dr. Khalil Shikaki and Dr. Riad Malki. The 


chaired by Dr. Roger Heacock and addressed by Raja Shehadeh, Dr. 

Abu Amr and Dr. Ahmed Harb concerned "Direct Impl the Accord". 


Tho thirrl :::.nrl fin::ll "p<:c:irm rm "Thp 
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and normalisation of Arab/Israeli or simply as an end to a historic conflict. 

18. 

22nd December. 

The Ambassador Hotel. 

Reception held on the return to Jerusalem of Mr. Afif 

Arranged by PASSIA. 


The year with the brief return to Jerusalem of Mr. Afif Safieh, the Head 
the nian Delegation to United Ki In honour, a was 

held on December 22nd in Ambassador which was the first headquarters 
the PLO in 1964. 

reception at which a was also held, was attended by 
approximately 200 people from allover the Occupied Territories and many Consulate 
and Embassy representatives based in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv . 

OTHERS. 

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi was invited by the Reverend Dr. Ray Barraclough to 
lectures at Saint College, Jerusalem. lectures were to three 

different groups of students Europe and Australia. They took place 
on the 10th February, 26th March and the 7th May and addressed the of the 
Intifada, the Palestinian Agenda and the Peace Process. 

At the invitation Dr. Jurgen Brauer, PASSIA registered with a Ford 
Foundation sponsored to create a global experts on Economic 

Military This will 1994 . 

PASSIA was consulted by the "Initiative to Encourage Economic 
the Middle and North Africa" (lEERMENA) to help prepare the first 

held in Cairo from the june. PASSIA 
possible Palestinian participants and a representative from I 
on February 12th to discuss and make a final decision on the Palestinian speakers . 
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PASSIA was invited to the following conferences but owing to committments 
to the work of PASSIA itself was unable to a Apologies were sent and 
in most cases conference results were sent to PASSIA for present and future rat£,.or,,"'''' 

Date: 5th-7th April. 

Place Held: Intercontinental Hotel-Amman, jordan. 

Topic: "Strenghthening Committment to the Universality of Human Rights." 


The International Movement of Rights and Humanity. 

2. 
Date: 13th-14th June. 

Place Held: ZOA House, Tel Aviv. 

Topic: "The International Torture and the of Israel. II 


Organiser: Association of Israeli Palestinian Physicians for Human Rights. (PHR) Public 

Committee against Torture in Israel. (PCAT) 


3. 
Date: 24th-26th June. 

Place Held: Michelangelo-Milan, Italy. 

Topic: "Israeli-Palestinian Prospects for Peace." 

Organiser: The Italian Centre for in the Middle 


4. 
Date: 8th-11th July. 

Place Held: University of Warwick-England. 

Topic: "EURAMES Inaugural Conference." 


The European Association of Middle 

5. 
7th-8th September. 

Place Held: Notre Dame Centre, Jerusalem. 
"Non-violent Possibil the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict" 

Organiser: Palestinians and Israelis for non-violence.{affiliated with the International 
lowship for non-violence.) 

6. 
Date: 11th-12th November 1993. 

Place Held: of Science and Technology - Khan Yunis, Strip. 

Topic: First Scientific "Toward a new view of Modern Problematic Issues 

in the Gaza Strip." 

Organiser: College of Science and Technology & AMIDEAST. 


http:rat�,.or
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Topic: Pugwash Conference on the Middle East: "Visions for Peace and 

Development in the Middle East" 

Organiser: Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs. 


8. 
13th-17th December 1993. 

Place Held: Rockefeller Foundation's Bellagio, Italy. 
Topic: "Middle Arms Control after the Israeli-PLO Agreement" 
Organiser: Carnegie Endowment for International Washington, DC, USA. 

9. 
Date: 10th-13th 

Held: Institute, Zurich, Switzerland. 
"The First Israeli-Palestinian Conference on Water." 

Organiser: The Jerusalem for Strategic & Harry S. Truman Institute 
for the of 
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9. WORKIN VISITS. 

1. 	 Date: September 13th 1993. 
Host: White House. 
Topic: The Signing of the Declaration of Principles. 

The signing of the Declaration of 	 Israel and PLO took 
at White House in Washington. Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi was invited as a 

member of the Palestinian Delegation to attend this ceremony and was present at the 
White House on the afternoon of 15th where he witnessed signing and 

2. 	 Date: 2nd - October 11 th 1993 
Host: The National Democratic Institute for International Affairs, Washington 

Topic: The purpose this visit was to participate in a 35 member 
international team to observe the National Assembly in Pakistan 
which were held on October 6th 1993. 

The National Democratic Institute is affi Hated with the United 
Party and has been active for eight years working in over 50 countries 

around the world. The organisation focusses on democratisation in countries that have 
not had democracy before or are attempting to it and it tries to in the 
process of democratisation and choice implementation. functions have, in the 
past, proved to practical ways to help as teaching people how to use polling 
machines, monitoring elections or training people how to monitor elections. 

are other practical things done in connection with education or liasing with 
NGOs. it considers itself an information resource, not an academic centre or donor 

and also on a variety of things as of 
and illiteracy. 

The National Democratic Institute invited Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi to be a 
of second observation team for the Pakistani elections, NDI had first 
played this role in Pakistan in the 1 Other international 
teams were from the European Community and the Commonwealth. Abdul Hadi's 
participation in the NDI team was with the knowledge and affirmation of the Political 
Department of the PLO in Tunis and is the first time that a Palestinian has participated 
in an international team for election observation. 



- - -I -r .. ~ 

meeting with government and officials, leaders the major parties, NGOs 
and journalists. Campaign strategies of each party and the media were 
closely observed. 

The NDl team, while agreeing that their overall observations of the electoral 
process in Pakistan were encouraging, several comments about ways in which it 
could be electoral rolls needed to be fully updated and the of 
participation of women in elections needs to be seriously addressed. Women suffered 
from problems of illiteracy, disinclination to vote due to social and cultural factors and 

of organisation in areas where they were to vote. This often 
itself in presiding officers not bothering to set up the polling facilities of 
expectations that women would not come to vote anyway. One of Abdul Hadi's 
main concerns was illiteracy and how this can be overcome in order to ensure a 
greater participation in the electoral process. were delays in the opening of 
polling stations which also caused problems and some and 
often ignored legal requirements regarding campaign spending. The role of the armed 
forces in Pakistan electoral process was generally seen positively by delegation. 
It was, however, thought imperative that other institutions such as the CIVIC 

organisations, the electoral commission and the government itself, be strengthened to 
obviate the need for such a military role. Dr. Abdul Hadi felt that the military 
presence was overbearing. 

Given the events of 1993 and the possibility democratic reform and future 
elections in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, to observe the electoral process in 
Pakistan and gain a practical awareness of the procedures and possible problems that 
can has proved an invaluable source of information and experience. 

In December PASSIA hosted a roundtable meeting for an international survey 
team from the National Democratic Institute, Washington, DC in which current 
Palestinian perspectives were discussed at length along with the possibl NDI 
playing a future role. 

3. 	 Date : UC1[004~r 12th. 
Host: Tunisian Government. 
Topic: Palesti nian Central Counci I. 

Tunis. 

Abdul Hadi other from OPT a meeting the 
Central Council in Tunis as observers. The discussion concerned the Declaration of 
Principles and approval of it. 
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4. 	 Date : October 12-14th. 
Host: Tunisian Government 
Topic: Multi Working Group on 
Place: Tunis. 

The Palestinian Delegation to Multilateral Working group on Refugees of 
which Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi is a member, held meetings at which the Declaration 
of Principles and its reference and relevance to the question was ~ri('rt:>'~<;'t:>' 
The working group its position in the light DOP and decided that 
as well as elaborating ideas and proposals which will ultimately be finalised in the 
present and future bilateral negotiations, their task was to examine and activate 
programmes and projects aimed at the immediate improvement of living conditions 

refugees both inside and outside the Occupied Territory. 
They welcomed moves by the US whose delegation had just announced a substantive 
financial contribution to improve living conditions of Palestinian in 
Lebanon. 

Much of the group work was devoted to the issue of family reunification and 
a from French which included important proposals 
ac(:epted by Israel. A Palestinian and Arab consensus that UN resolutions pertaining 
to Palestinian should the for the work of this group was 
emphasised. There is explicit opposition to all of re-settlement of Palestinian 

in the various countries of their exile and unequivocal insistence on their 
right to return. 



••• 

Since 1988 PASSIA accepted the responsibility to act as host to visiting 
scholars in a similar way to universities,think and other 

organisations. 

first of was Andrew Rigby, in the School of Studies 
at Bradford University, England. He was at PASSIA on two separate occasions and his 
two research papers were published by PASSIA. first on of the 
Intifada" was publ in 1988, and second, "The Intifada, the 
Struggle over Education" in july 1989. 

The second visiting was Julie Peteet who came as a Fulbright 
scholar for the academic year 1990-91. She gained her Phd. in Anthropology from 
Wayne State University and held a variety lecture and research posts. Dr. I-'nt"nt·'~ 

at PASSIA was on but this study was not published she 
failed to give PASSIA the text for publication in jerusalem. 

The third and current scholar the academic year 1993-94, is Dr. Hisham 
Ahmed also here under the auspices of Fulbright Programme. Dr. Ahmed 

gained his PhD in Political Science the University California, Santa 
in 1988. Since then he has been a lecturer in this field teaching a variety of courses 
ranging from Middle East to Foreign Policy Analysis. He is currently doing 

on the evolution of the Hamas movement and PASSIA to publish 
shortly. 

PASSIA hopes to providing an academic in Jerusalem for visiting 
scholars and intends to develop exchange programmes whereby a Palestinian 
scholar can have the opportunity to study in Europe or the United States. PASSIA is 
trying to ensure that this on a yearly 
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11. APPEN DICES. 


Kamal Abdul Fattah 
Professor of Geography at Bir University; author of various publications on the 
geography of Palestine. 

Nayyef Abu Khalef 
professor of Political Vice for Cultural Affairs at an~ 

Naiah University, Nablus. 

Mahdi Abdul Hadi 
Political analyst, academic, columnist and author; founder and member of the various 
Palestinian institutions in the OPT; President and founder of PASSIA. 

Freih Abu Meddian 
Lawyer, specialising in Human Rights; Chairman of the 

Palestinian in Peace 
Bar Association; member 

Riad AI-Agha 
Associate professor of Pol itical 
Technology, Khan Younis, Strip. 

and Head of Col of and 

Kainat Dweik 
Sociologist and social worker; member of various women's organisations in the West 
Bank. 

Ahmad Harb 
Associate professor of Engl ish Literature at Bir University; columnist and novelist, 
Ramallah. 

Adnan Musallam 
Associate professor of History at Bethlehem University. 

Mohammad Neirab 
of Modern History and Political at the al-Azhar Islamic 

Sari Nusseibeh 
Professor of Philosophy, political analyst, author and columnist; member of Palestinian 

Committee in the Jerusalem. 



PASSJA employs all its staff on a contractual basis whether full or part time. The 
current team handles the of all PASSJA projects with other researchers 
commissioned for specific duties related to those projects. 

Mrs. Kainat Dweik. 1988-94. 
Director of the Administrative Committee; B.A. in Work, American 

of Beirut; family worker for ten years; social rehabilitation officer in 
the Occupied Territories for six years; born and living in Jerusalem. 

Ms. Valerie Grove. 1993-94 
Executive Secretary/Editor; in SOciology, Kingston University; lived and worked 
in Japan from 1986-91; teaching and editorial work at Japanese school in London 
before coming to Jerusalem; born in London, 1963. 

Nada Awad. 1990-94. 
Secretary and Professional Arabic Engl typist; Tawjihi from AI AI 

School, Jerusalem 1988; YWCA Secretarial Diploma, Jerusalem, 1989; born in 
Jerusalem 1969. 

Khamis Ghosheh. 1992-94. 
Administrative Assistant; Tawhiji in 1963 from Ibrahimiyah Col BA. 
in Business and Administration, Beirut University, 1968; of a 
Jerusalem Pharmacy, advertisement representative for medical companies; freelance 
advertiser for and international at PASSJA since 1992; born and 
living in Jerusalem. 

Dr. Hisham Ahmed. 1993-94. 
Senior Researcher and Fulbright Research Fellow at PASSIA for academic year 
1993-94. PhD in Political Science from the University of California, Santa Barbara in 
1988. Since he a in this field a variety of courses 

from Middle Politics to Foreign Policy Analysis. Born and currently living 
in Dheisheh Camp, Bethlehem. 

Talal Natsheh. 1987-94. 
Accountant at PASSIA. with Palestinian Accountants Association, Diploma 
from Beirut University, 1970. Born and living in Jerusalem. 

Sawsan Huleileh. 1992-93. 
at PASSIA. M.A. in SOciology, American University of Beirut; former 

fieldworker for the Quaker Aid Center and International Committee of the Red 
human violations; I.C.R.C. liason officer assisting the head the 

Palestinian sub-delegation in Jerusalem. Born and living in Jerusalem. 
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year, PASSlA's Committee prepares for its projects, 
on policy guidelines of the Board Trustees. Below we list the 1993 PASSlA 

financial support towards each. this opportunity 
to acknowledge with gratitude the contributions of the and institutions 
mentioned. 

1. 	 Research Studies Programme 
supported by the Stiftung, Bonn, Germany. 

2. 	 PASSIA Meetings Part I - January 1 st - June 30th 1993 
supported by the Friedrich Stiftung, Bonn, 

PASSIA Meetings Part II July 1st 31st 1993 

supported by the Canadian Embassy, Tel Aviv. 


3. 	 Three-Part Seminar on Diplomacy and International Affairs 1992~93 
supported by the Ford Foundation, Cairo. 

Part One - Diplomacy and Protocol: 

supported by Ford Foundation and the Swedish Consulate, Jerusalem. 

Part Two - Strategic Studies and Security: 

supported by the Ford Foundation. 

Part Three - The European Community: 

supported by the Ford Foundation. 


4. 	 PASSIA Diary 1993 
supported by the Friedrich Stiftung, Bonn, Germany and the Royal 
Netherlands Embassy, Aviv. 

5. 	PASSIA PROJECTS: 

1. 	Education for Democracy 
supported by the National Endowment Democracy via the Foundation for 
Democracy and Political Change in the Middle East, Washington 

2. 	 "A Review of literature on Economic C~operation and Integration in the 
Middle " 
(Joint project with the Center for International Studies at the University of 
Toronto, Canada) supported by the Canadian Government. 

6. 	 Programme on Jerusalem. 
financed by personal from Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi 

7. 	 Specialist periodicals 
financed by income generated from local of PASSIA publications. 
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1. 	 Notes on Palestinian-Israeli Meetings in the Occupied Territories 
(Arabic and English) 


Dr. Mahdi Abdul PASSIA, Jerusalem; June 1987. 


2. 	 Notes on 
(Arabic and 


PASSIA, jerusalem, October 1987. 


3. 	 The Federal Republic of Germany, the Palestinians and the Middle East. 
(Arabic and English) 

Dr. Baumgarten, University of in, Germany; October 
1988. 

4. 	 Modern Arabic Literature Translated into German. 
(in Arabic) 


Dr. Wield, Bonn University, March 1988. 


5. 	 Swedish Policy and the Conflict 
(Arabic and English) 


Beatrice Zeidler Blomberg, The Swedish Institute of International 

Affairs; April 1988. 


6. 	 of the Palestinian Information Office in Washington, 
(in Arabic) 

Maha Issa Shahadeh and Basam Suleiman Samman, Bir Zeit 
University; June 1988. 

7. 	 The Jordanian and 
(Arabic and Engl ish) 


Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, PASS lA, Jerusalem; September 1988. 


8. 	 Aspects of the Intifada 
(Arabic and English) 


Dr. Andrew Rigby, Bradford University, UK; September 1988. 


9. 	 The Historic Evolution of the Armenian Question and the Conflict 
Over Nagorno Karabagh Arstakh 
(Arabic and English) 


Dr. Manuel Bethlehem University; 1988. 


10. 	 PASSIA Diary 1989 , December 1988. 
(in 
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13. 	 Towards a Viable Islamic Economy: Conceptual Approaches in the 
in Retrospect (in Arabic) 

Dr. Dieter Weiss, Free University of Berlin, Germany; May 1989. 

14. 	 The European Community and The International for in 
Middle 
(Arabic and English) 


Dr. Nayef Abu-Khalaf, an-Najah University, Nablus; May 1989. 


15. and Conditions During the Intifada 
(in Arabic) 


Hazem Shunnar, Nabl us; May 1 


16. 	 Israeli Planning and House Demolishing Policy in the West Bank 
(Arabic and English) 


Rasem Muhyiddin Khameyseh, Ramallah; May 1989. 


17. 	 Naha/een (in Arabic) 

Ziad Abu Saleh, Hebron, May 1989. 

18. 	 The Intifada: the Struggle Over Education 
(Arabic and English) 


Dr. Andrew Rigby, Bradford University, UK; July 1989. 


19. 	 The Intifada: and of Continuity 
(Arabic and English) 

Dr. Abu Amr, Bir Zeit University, Bir Zeit; 1989. 

20. 	 Reflections on American Palestinian Dialogue 
(Arabic and English) 

Dr. William Quandt, The Brooking Institute, Washington, August 
1989. 

21. 	 I ntifada and the Local Press (in Arabic) 

Mr. AI i Khal iii, AI-Fajr Newspaper, Jerusalem; September 1989. 

22. 	 Creating the Palestinian a for Peace 
(translation to Arabic) 


Dr. jerome Segal, Maryland University, USA; September 1989. 


23. 	 Palestinian-Saudi Relations (1936-1 
(in Arabic) 


Dr. r a-Najah University, Nablus; October 1989. 


24. 	 Islam in the Federal Republic of Germany 
(in Arabic) 

Dr. Rutrand Fieland, University Ramberg, Germany; November 
1989. 
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25. 	 PASSIA Diary 1990 (Arabic and English); November 1989. 

26. 	 Studies in the Arabic Library (in Arabic) 

Dr. Mohammad EI Nuri and Ali Khalil Hamad, a-Najah University; 
january 1990. 

27. 	 Palestinian Factionalism in the National Movement (1919-1939) 
(in Engl ish) 


Dr. Manuel Bethlehem University; February 1990. 


28. 	 On the Revolution (in Arabic) 

Karim Dabbah, a-Najah University, Nablus; February 1990. 

29. 	 Sayyid Qutub: of the Is/amicist 1939-1950 (in English) 

Dr. Adnan Musallam, Bethlehem University; April 1990. 

30. 	 Najati Sidqi: Life and Works 1905-1979 (in Arabic) 

Ibrahim Abu Hashhash, Hebron; May 1990. 

31. 	 Transfer of Soviet during Perestroika (in Arabic) 

Dr. Azmi Bishara, Bir Zeit University; June 1990. 

32. 	 Graffiti of the Intifada (Arabic and English) 

Paul Steinberg and A.M. Oliver, USA; July 1990. 

33. 	 Palestinians in Israel and the Intifada (in Arabic) 

Dr. Muhsen Yousef, Bir University; August 1990. 

34. 	 Component In Jordan's 1989 Parliamentary 
(Arabic and English) 

H. Fathi, Germany; August 1990. 

35. 	 Jerusalem: Effects Israel's Annexation of Jerusalem on the Rights and 
Position of its Arab Population (in Arabic) 

Usama Halabi, jerusalem; 1990. 

36. 	 Ghassan Kanafani (novel short story) (in Arabic) 

Fayha Abdul Hadi, Nablus; September 1990. 

37. 	 Nineteen Eighty-Four (in Arabic) 

Orwell; translated by Rashda Masri; September 1990. 

38. 	 PASSIA Diary 1991 (in English); November 1990. 

39. 	 Germany: Information Paper (Arabic and English) 

PASSIA, jerusalem; November 1990. 

40. 	 West Bank and . Information Paper (Arabic and English) 



1990. 


42. 	 German Unification and European Unity (Arabic and English) 

Prof. Wolf Gruner, University of Hamburg, January 1991. 

43. 	 Palestinian Assessments of the Gulf War and its Aftermath 
(Arabic and English) 

PASSIA, Jerusalem; April 1991. 

44. 	 Introduction to Criminology: A Study (in Arabic) 

Dr. Mahmoud Aqel, an-Najah University, Nablus; August 1991. 

45. 	 The Intifada: Struggle between Israeli Occupation and the Palestinians from 
of Criminology (in Arabic) 


Dr. Suhai I Hassanen, Jerusalem; September 1991. 


46. 	 The Eighteenth of August: Boris "Bonaparte" (in Arabic) 

Azmi Bishara, Bir University; 1991. 

47. 	 Jerusalem and US Policy (in Arabic) 

PASSIA, Jerusalem; December 1991. 

48. 	 Jerusalem and United Nations Resolutions (in Arabic) 

PASS lA, Jerusalem; 1991. 

49. 	 Ibrahim in Qur'an (in Arabic) 

el-Satar Kassim, an-Najah University, Nablus; December 
1991. 

50. 	 Israel on the of Election Year (in English) 

Dr. Naomi Chazan, Research Institute, Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem; December 1991 

51. 	 PASSJA Diary 1992 (in English); 1991. 

52. 	 Palestinian Reflections and Opinions (in Arabic) 

Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi, Mohammad Jadallah, Dr. Riad Malki. 
March 1992. 

53. 	 Conflict Resolutions: Assumptions Behind the Approach (in English) 

J. Kristen Urban, University of USA; October 1992. 

54. 	 The Islamic Movement in Palestine and the New World Order (in Arabic) 

Dr. Iyad Barghouti, an-Najah University, Nablus; December 1992. 

55. 	 PASSIA Diary 1 (in English); December 1992. 

56. 	 Beit Palestinian Camp (in Arabic) 

Dr. Mohammad Aqel, an-Najah University; December 1992. 
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57. 	 Emerging Trends in Palestinian Strategic Political Thinking and Practice 
(Arabic and English) 


Dr. Ziad Abu Amr, Bir University; December 1992. 


58. 	 Progress and Retrogression in Arab Democratization (in English) 

Larbi Sadiki; December 1992. 

59. People: Women, History and the Palestinian Intifada (in English) 

Maria 	Holt, CAABU, London; December 1992. 

60. 	 Diplomacy and Protocol: PASSIA 1992 
December 1992 

61. 	 PASSIA Annual Report 1 January 1993. 

62. 	 The Conservation of Jerusalem (in 

Khaled A. Khatib, Jerusalem. June 1993 

63. 	 The Law of JDrn"Qnr and Land Issues 
Occupation (in English) 

Raja Shehadeh, Jerusalem; June 1993 

64. 	 Palestinian Territory (in English) 

PASSIA Information Paper, Jerusalem; July 1993 

(in English). 

Israeli 	Military 

65. Australian Press and Palestine (in English) 

Dr. Henk Deakin University, july 1993 

66. 	 Strategic Studies and PASSIA Seminar 1993. (in English) 

August 1993 

67. 	 Jerusalem Arab Municipality (in Arabic). 

Halabi, December 1993. 

68. 	 PASSIA Diary 1994 (in English) December 1993. 



PASSIA's library in books and periodicals in fields of 
international relations and Palestinian society and pol 

In an effort to enrich its library, PASSIA regularly adds to its collection new 
books in both Arabic and English and renews and its many subscriptions to 
magazines, journals, newspapers and publications of institutions. 
PASSIA also receives material from local and international non-govern 
organisations and UN including UNRWA, working in the Occupied 
Palestinian Territories. is open on request to students, and 
any other interested persons. 

As of our policy to broaden the base of knowledge in Palestine on 
international affairs, we plan further to improve and expand the information resources 
avai 

and described below are the periodicals to which PASSIA subscribed in 
according to place of publication, as follows: 1. Occupied Palestinian 

2. Arab and other regional 3. Europe; 4. United 
5. Israel. 

Palestinian Periodicals from the Occupied Territories 

AI-Malaf AI-Usbu AI-Siyasi (Weekly Pol Report, in Arabic) a weekly report 
consisting of articles, news items, research and transcripts of speeches from the 

Territories and the Arab world; the Arab Studies Society, P.O. Box 20479, 
Jerusalem. 

AI-Malaf AI-Shahr; (Monthly Report, in Arabic) includes major 
to nian-Israeli Arab-Israeli confl 

Society, P.O. Box 20479, Jerusalem. 

AI-Haq is a institution in Ramallah in documentation 
human rights violations, legal advice, and legal and human education and 
campaigning. It publishes regular publications and reports; AI-Haq, P.O. Box 
1413, Ramallah. 

JMCC, the Jerusalem Media and Communication 
summaries of the main events rr.,\rt:>,rn 

publ ications and special reports; JMCC, P.O. 

PHRIC, the Palestine Human Rights Information Center, documents human rights 
violations under Israeli occupation and conducts human rights education. It publishes 
monthly bulletins PHRIC, Box Jerusalem. 

Shu'un Tanmawiyah (Development Affairs), concerned with studies and research on 
development issues; the Arab Thought Forum (AI-Multaqa) P.O. Box 19012, 
Jerusalem. 
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Arab and Regional Periodicals 

AI-Muntada a monthly journal on development in the Third World, Arab nationalism, 
international relations and domestic matters; the Arab Thought Forum, Box 
925418, Amman (chairman, R.H. Crown Prince Hassan). 

A/~Siyasi AI-Duwaliyah a quarterly journal, its chief editor from 1965 to 1991 was Dr. 
Boutros Ghalt. It covers issues of arms control, world economic development, North-

relations, and and diplomatic the Centre for itical 
Strategic Studies (AI-Ahram), Jala St., Cairo, 755500. 

Majallat a/-Dirasat a/-Filastiniyah Arabic quarterly, dealing with the issue 
and the Arab-Israeli conflict, including studies, reports, documentation on the Israeli 
occupation of West Bank and Institute for Palestine Studies, Anis 
Nsouli St., P.O. Box 117164, Beirut and P.O. Box 5658, Nicosia, Cyprus. 

Shu'un Filastiniyah an Arabic monthly focusing on the Palestine events in 
the Occupied Territories, and political and socia-economic affairs; the PLO Research 
Centre, 92 Gregoris Afxentious St., Nicosia. 

European Periodicals 

Middle East International covers political and economic affairs and contains regular 
updates on events in the Middle East; published in London and printed simultaneously 
in New York, 25 yearly; 10 Chelsea Wharf, 15 Lots Road, London SW10 

Journal of Contemporary History academic quarterly combining research in 
urban culture political Publications, 6 Bonhill 

London 4PU. 

Arab Affairs informs on of the Arab World, includi book 
documentation of meetings of the Arab League, analysis from the American and British 
press on concerning Arab publ quarterly by the of Arab 
States, Green London W1Y 3RH. 

Security Dialogue aims to serve as a channel of communication ne'-\AI"'O 

all over the world. Seeks to provoke reflection through inter-regionl dialogue on issues 
of global security in a variety of dimensions. Formerly Bulletin of Peace Proposals 
edited at the International Institute, Oslo. 

Survival quarterly Ismg in and international and security pol 
published by International Institute for Strategic Studies, 23 Tavistock St., London 
WC2E 7NQ. 

Orient. German Journal for Politics and Economics of the Middle East. 
Quarterly publication in ish and political and economic 
developments in the Middle Deutsches Orient Institut, Mittelweg 150, 2000 



~ . 

on political, social, economic and historical in an effort to 
promote better understanding between the US and the Middle East; International 
Insight Inc., 1715 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, DC 

Current History pub I nine times a year; examines issues of particular countries 
and offers a monthly chronology of world news; 4225 Main St., 

Philadelphia, PA 19127-9989. 

The Washington Papers of the for and International Studies, 
Georgtown University, Washington DC; covers major developments in world affairs; 
published times a year in Hanover, Box PA 17331. 

Foreign Affairs published five times a year by the Council on Foreign Relations, 58 
68th St., New York 10021; covers topics on international politics, the 

United States and its foreign policy, and reviews recent books on international 
relations. 

Foreign Policy published quarterly by Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 
2400 N. St. N.W., Washington DC; concentrates on foreign policy, arms control, 

studies and international relations. 

Journal of Palestine Studies a on Palestinian affairs and the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. Incl special reports on the Palestine Question, recent books, a 
chronology of events and bibliography; published by the University of California Press 
for the Institute for Palestine Studies. 

The Middle East Journal published quarterly by the Middle East Institute, 1761 N. St. 
N.W., Washington, 20036; in the i conflict, economy and 
government policy; gives a chronology of events and review recent publications. 

Journal Modern History published quarterly by the University of Chicago Press, 
5720 S. Woodlawn, Chicago, in cooperation with the American Historical Association. 
It specialises in modern history and reviews relevant articles and books. 

American Arab Affairs publ ished quarterly by the American-Arab Affairs Counci I 1730 
M. S1. N.W., Suite 512, Washington DC It provides a forum for viewpoints on recent 
developments that affect US - Arab relations, including the Arab-Israeli conflict and 
other regional affairs. Contains book reviews and documentation. 

Time International weekly news magazine; Rockefeller Center, New York 10020
1393. 

Journal ofDemocracy published quarterly by the National Endowment for Democracy 
and the John Hopkins University 701 W. 40th Suite Baltimore MD 
21211-2190. Includes on democracy in relation to ideology, government 
policies and international politics, and latest publications to the subject 
of 
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The Washington Institute is an American-Jewish private foundation that publishes 
information on US interests in Near 50 F. St. N.W., 8800, 

Washington DC, 20001. 

Palestine Perspectives a bimonthly on Palestinian affairs edited by Dr. 
Mohammad laj; 9522A Lee Highway, VA 22031. 

The New York Review of Books P.O. 420384, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0384. 

The Middle Eastern Times. This is a new publication which analyses press reports on 
the Middle East from worldwide it includes interviews, and articles 
by a large cross section those involved actively, professionally or Iy in 
Middle East Affairs. Middle Studies Centre, Hudson Bat Centre, 20 Bloor 

P.O. 75034, Toronto, Ontario, M4W Canada. 

Israeli Periodicals 

B'tse/em The Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in Occupied Territories, 
18 Keren Hayesod 92149, Jerusalem; documents human rights abuses 
in the Occupied to bring to the attention of pol and 

ic; publications. 

I. & P. Israel and Political Report, 5 Rue Cardinal Mercier, Paris, and 
Box 4461, Jerusalem; ises in the nian-Israeli conflict, 

human rights, the Israeli government and pol 

Other Israel is a newsletter of the Israeli Council 
P.O. Box Aviv; promotes peaceful dialogue between 
to end the Israeli occupation. 

The Other Front and News from Within both newsletters published by the Alternative 
Information Center, P.O. 31417, jerusalem; addresses the Palestinian-Israeli 

ict promotes a nc.":>r".fI 

http:nc.":>r".fI
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Dr. Mahdi Abdul Hadi Dr. Khalil Shikaki 

Dr. Hisham Ahmed Dr. Jad lsaaq 

Palestinian Academic team attending "Relations between Europe and the Middle East If 

conference held from the 6th-9th November 1993 at Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 


